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ABSTRACT
A llig!1-P-esolution Velocity Analysis (JIRVA) has been developed
for the determi::1ation of the root-mean-square subsurface-velocity
energy spectrum from gated seismic data which has been normal-movcout
corrected.

All calculations are performed in the frequency-space or

frequency-wa\·cnumber domain; seismic gates are transformed from the
time-space domain via the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm.

HRVA is

not restricted to the investigation of apparent horizontal velocities
Khich have associated stepout values that

a~c

integral multiples of

the time sampling interval, as are the existing correlation techniques.
The technique liberally exploits the inexistence of significant

eneJ.~gy

in the higher frequency harmonics of seismic data, 1·esul ting in a
considerable time saving.
The technique is illustrated with West Texas seismic data.

The

results are discussed as a means for deriving a more accurate rms subsurface velocity function for mro corrections and subsequent stacking,
and as a means for various lithologic investigations.
Several procedures nrc presented for effecting static corrections
of the seisliiic (!ata in conj:mction with I!RVA.
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I.

'Th~

IN'I1WDUCTIO~

!nest popular geophysical prospecting Jevice in the search

for petroleum reservoir structures is certainly the reflection
seismograph.

Within the past few years, the field recording of these

seismic records has been converted almost entirely to

di~; i tal

form,

and a new breed of digital processes for the enhancement and interpretation of seismograms has evolved to an unprecedented state of
sophistication.
has

An almost indcnumerable array of technical papers

heen published by a numher of authors, with the forerunners

being E.A. Robinson (1957, 1967), S. Treitcl (m1d Robinson, 1966; et
al, 1967), 1-l.H. Backus (1959; with Embree, 1963; \vith Schneider,
1964, 1968), and W.A. Schneider (et al, 1964, 1956, 1968), just to

mention a few.
'DH~

''common-depth point (COP)" technique, 1-la)TtC (1962), is

presently the most frequently used field procedure for the accumulation of seismic data.

In essence, the pr ocedure consists of

inj e cting i mpulsive mechanical energy into the grounll at some "shotpoint" and recording the rcsul tant velocity of vertical earth motion
ou the surface alon g a line colincar with the shotpoint, at approxima t e ly equnlly spaced intervals.

A compl ete line ar succession of

shots is so-arrr..ngcd that rcdund:mcy is introduced in to the seismop,rams because r e fl ected information from points on specific vertical
line s (for hor izontal lithol og ic in ter faces) is r ecord ed on several
individual s eismic traces.

The r:1ann cr in l'.'hich this infonm tion occurs

on th ese traces is di s cus s ed l>y

~-layne

(1 962, 1967),

~!us g r ave

(1962),

2

Zagst (1965),

~!arr

and Zagst (1967), Courtier and :-lcndcnh;:lll (1967),

and Robinson (1968), among others, and in Appendix D•
. The simplest processing technique for CDP data is the "straight
stack" after normal-moveout (Nl'·!O) corrections c;nd statics have been
applied.

1be

N~D

correction is discussed in Appendix C, and static

corrections are discussed in the Discussion section.

The success of

this technique has been phenomenal; it is applied alrnost without exception and, indeed, represents a basis of processing excellency which
must be transcended by any other multichannel technique.

In fact, it

is becoming increasingly evident that the stacking of CDP data will
attenuate coherent noise (grotmd roll, interface \'iaves, shear \\'aves,
:-:-everbe:;.ations, ghosts, and other various multiple reflections) and
rJnclom noise (local disturbances around the geophones and various
''urH::orrela ted" disturbances) on a competitive basis with any other
'!l,,l]t~channel

technique.

It is true that multiple events with certain

kr:own characteristics can be more severely attenuated by optimum mul-

tichamwl filtering (Foster ct al, 1964; Schneider et al, 1965; and
~lcyerhoff,

1966) or by a semidcterministic technique (Robinson, 1968),

but coherent noise is seldom sufficiently analyzable to justify such
an invol vcd p1·occss.
The basis for a good stack is the rn;s subsurface velocity function used in the m10 corrections prior to the stacking, as any residual
st~pout

in the signal ("primary" reflections) will result in its being

attcnuater:i and distorted.

There is also m:Jch interest in the possible

usG of.: subsurface velocity function for lithologic interpretations.
TI1e accurate determination of this subsurface velocity function from
reflection seismic data is the objective of I!RVA (lligh-Resolution
Velocity Analysis).

3

In the past, the subsurface velocity function has been Jetermin~d

principally from "well-shots" (Grant and West (1965), sec. S-4),

or frol:t sound velocity (Sonic) log data; we note that these techniques
both require an expensive borehole.

~lore

recently, statistical tech-

niques for directly analysing the subsurface velocity function from
reflection seismic data h<1.ve been presented by Schneider and Backus
(1968), Garotta and ~lichon (1967), and Koehler and Taner (1967).

The

first technique involves many time-consuming crosscorrelations and
velocity filtering; the second technique is based on an equally timeconsuming "best summation" of a set of seismic traces; and the latter
tech:1iqtre utilizes the coherency filtering of many time-shifted seismic gates, an even more time--consuming task.

All three techniques

are implemented in the time-space domain; IIRVA operates in the frequencywaveiJUl:1ber domain.
Time-space domain techniques possess several undesirable charac\:ecistics which can be shown to be mitigated or totally eliminated in
the frequency-1vavenumber domain.
th,~

Possibly the most severe fault is

limitation on resolution ir.1posed by the tin;c sampling interval; in

other words, crosscorrelations and time-shift operations can be resolved
only to one sampling interval unless some laborious interpolation procedure is applied on a wholesale basis.
~..-educed

Such interpolations are

many fold in the frequcncy-1vavenumber domain, to a number which

can be econor.1ically calculated, which accounts for the "high-resolution"
attribute ascribed to the present technique.
be directly dealt with by HRVA.

Secondly, dispersion can

'lllird ly, the amount of useful in for-

mation in a seismic array which must be considered in processing is
reduced l>y a fDctor of approximately two, and useful information with

4

re gards to a velocity analysis is reduced by a factor on the order of
four by 1-lHVA.

As a result of this, normalizu.tion is also simplified.

Fourthly, band-pass filtering for the purpose of attenuating noise is
a trivial matter in HRVA.

Finally, l!RVA is considered to be a more di-

rect approach to velocity analysis
dependable results.

and,therefore, should preduce more

In addition, without actual comparison, I!RVA is

estimated to be several orders of magnitude faster than any of the
three techniques mentioned; a comprehensive velocity analysis of a 16trace array can he computed on a high-speed computer in a matter of
seconds by liRVA.
The text of this report has heen written such that persons who
are familiar 1vi th current 1 iterature in geophysical exploration can
read it without the distraction of mathematical details whicl1 are accepted in the industry or have been previously published in some form.
The J;mthcmatical dctai ls of such a nature are included in appendices.
AnJendix A is an introduction to the concepts of frequency response,
!=ouricr transforms, sampling theory, and sampled data and the associated discrete Fourier transforms.

It represents a concise introduction

to the terminology and operations of the subsequent sections of the
report.
Appendix E contains the computer programs, other than standard
programs, ,,·hich were used to generate the HRVA analyses presented in
this report.

TI1e program instructions arc generously supplemented

Hith comment statements, so that the computer programs c<1n be read as
a complete summary of the IIRVA technictue.
Throughout the report emphasis will be placed on time savings.
Each operation in the JJRVA proczss has been analysed for time savings

5

(e.g., sec Appendix nand the Normalization section in the text), as
each operation in the process is performed hundreds of times for
each anc:.lys is.

IIRVA has indeed been devc loped for "·holesal e appl ica-

tion, and ·.vherever possible, a small measure of accuracy has been
sacrificed in order that a considerable time saving be realized.

6

I I.

SE IS~ lOGRM'1S I:.J THIE-SPACE ,\J\lD FllEQUENCY -1\'AVENUi,mER

00~1/\INS

Consider a real, sampled time-space (t-x) fw1ction in the single
space coordinate x, sampled within the bounds (Ost<T) and (Osx<X).
Denoting the discrete, real values of the function by f ab, the Di rae
delta-function

o

can be used to analytically express the function in a

continuous form

A-1 B-1
f(t,x)

~

~ fabo(t-a~t)o(x-b~x),

(I)

a= o b= o

where 1\t and ,">x arc the sample intervals; the upper summation 1 imi ts
are simply defined as

A=T/~t

aad B=X/llx.

The function can be Fourier

synthesized in a discrete fa s hion if we arbitrarily assume that f(t,x)
ls p·recisely a single cycle of some unbounded function \'>'hich is periodic
in both the time and s pace domains.

f(t,x) -

From this viewpoint, we have

L

(O:st<T) and

m=-co n==-co

where

(2)

(O:sx<X),

XT
Fmn = (1/XT)J Jf(t,x)eXI>[-2nj(mf 0 t-nk 0 x)]dtdx,
0 0

f 0 :=:1/T, k 0 =1/X, and j

denotes the unit complex qu:mtity.

Upon substituting expression (1) into the int egra l expression for
Fmn• a simple di screte relationship results, vis.,

A-1 B-1
= f 0k 0

L L fabexp[-2nj(mf 0 a~t - nk 0 bllx)].

a= o b= 0

(3)
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Clearly, the continuous frequency-wavenumber (f-k) function r(f,k) has
sample intervals fo and k 0 , and it has periods (1/L'.t) and (1/L'.x).

A

single cycle of the fttnction is expressed as
H- 1 N -1

F(f,k)

=

I

I

m=o n=o

Frnn8(f-mf 0 )8(k-nk 0 ).

( 4)

That the dimensions of the arrays Fmn and fab are equal can be shmm
as

follo~vs:

and

M - (1/L'.t)/f

=

(1/L'.t)/(1/T)

= A,

N - (1/L'.x)/k

=

(1/~x)/(1/X)

= B.

(5)

This development leads to the conclusion that the function f(t,x),
having a two-dimensional (2-D) array or matrix of values fab• is equivalently expressed as a new function F(f,k), havine an array of values
Fm11 ; the two matrices have identical dimensions.

The latter array will

be shown to exhibit certain properties of the former array in a fashion
directly sui table for analyses.

The value foo \vill represent the first

digital value on the seismogram recorded nearest the shotpoint in an
array of sei s mic data, f1o the second value, etc. ; fo 1 Hi 11 be the
first digital value on the seismogram r ecorded second nearest the shotpoint, fo 2 the third nearest, etc.
TlJe double summation (3) can be performed \d th ei th e r the "a" or
the "b" summation first.

Each summation is accomplished by usin g the

Fast Fourir.r Transform (FrT) algorithm on a digital computer; this
algorithm is discussed with specific regards to seismic data in Appendix B.

Pe rforming the " a" s ummation first for a particular b va lue

corresponds to calculating the discrete values Pmb of the Fourier transform of the bth seismic trace; i.e., relationship (3) can be expres sed as

8

13-1

F 1 ~ 1n =

L cxp [2Tij (nk 0b/1x] Fmb·

b=o

llle "b" summation performed secondly for a particular m value then corresponds to calculating the inverse Fourier transform for the mth harmonic of the seismic traces.

TI1is particular ordering of the summations

has the advantage that lmv-pass filtering each trace wi 11 reduce the
number of harmonics to be considered in the second summation.

The per-

missibility of this will be established later.
Before actually displaying some Fourier-transform arrays, their
symmetry properties can he invcs tigated and utilized in reducing the
size of the displays.

From equation (3) we write the cxp<mded

relationship
Re{F~nl

=I

Ifab[cos(2mna/A)cos(2nnb/D)+sin(2nma/A)sin(2nnb/B)]

a b
Im{F~n} ·- I Lfab [cos (2mna/ A) sin (2nnh/B) -sin (2 Tima/ A) cos (2;mb/B)],
a b

(6)

where "Re'' connotes "real component" and "Im" connotes "imaginary
component".

Upon examining these relationships, the following sym-

metry properties are in evidence:

Rc{F~m -nl

= Rc { F~ 111 }

Im{F~m -nl

=

•

Re{

F~nml

=

Rc{F~

, _11 }

and

•

1~w

-Im{F~ml

Im{F~mn} = -Im{F~ , -n}.

(7)

symmetry demonstrated here is clearly about the coordinate origin,

as shmm by Figure 1.

REAL

Fig. 1.

H!AGINARY

Symmetry of Fmn about the coordinate origin.

TI1e C017:plex f-k response can be equivalently expressed in terms
of an amplitude response and a phase response.
of no significance in this report.

The phase response is

From properties (7) it is easily

shown that for the amplitude response we have the properties

I F'-m, -n I -- IF'mn I

(8)

therefore, the entire domain of F(f,k) is specified by the domain of
only positive frequency harmonics.

Thence, due to the periodicity of

F(f,k), only a half-cycle of the harmonics needs to be considered.

A

four-quadrant array of F1ru 1 values is constructed with the m=n=O position
at the f-k coordinate origin, as shown on Figure 2.

For the purpose of

conforming with the positive summation ( 4) limits, the half-cycle quadrants '"here either f or k is

negative are shifted and indexed as shmm

by the heavy outline on the figure.
the half-cycle

O~m~~V2

The crosshatched area represents

of frequency harmonics and the single cycle

Osn ~ (N-1) of wavenumber harmonics over which
and analyzed.
filtering.

I Fmn I

Ni 11 be specified

This area is reduced in si:.::e from the top side by low-pass

10

f
m=H -z_ l--.....,.---

(4)

1-

(3)

(2)

j
u
>-u

k

t..Ll

z

0

(3)

( 4)

ONE
CYCLE

Fig. 2.

Fmn lattice indexing scheme.

Figures 3a-3c show one-half the f-k response !F(f,k)
to

64~txl6Lx

I

corresponding

seismic data arrays f(t,x), also shown; the discrete values

Fnm and fab are connected in sequence for each discrete frcqt•.cncy value
and space location, respectively.

Each f(t,x) array is normali zed on its

maximum value, as is each jF( f ,k)! array; ho,,·ever, each trace of f(t,x) was
normnlized on its total energy before F(f,k) '''as calculated.
he di s cussed in a subsequent section.
cal , as are the scales of f and x.

This will

The scales of k and t arc identi-

One cycle plus one extra point is

plotted re k in order that monovelocity lines for negative ve locities can
IJlore easily be visualized.
:1

The plot alongside jF(f,k)

ti ve maxi J;)UJn :unpl i tude a t the adjacent frequencies,

I

di s plays the rel-

'~i t h

of zero frequency which Hill be of no concern in IIRVA.

the exc ept ion

Note the overall

reduction in the amount of data to be processed in the f-k domain.
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II I.

AN J\N;\LYSIS OF VELOCITY FOR A DISC RETE FU:-JCTION

Fw1damental s
Associated with the time-space data are phase velocities in the
direction of the particular space coordinate (represented by "x" in this
report).

The Fourier synthesiz a tion (2) for the real seismic data array

can be easily rearranged into the form

f(t,x)

\vhere

I Fnm I

=

""

00

J..

L 1Fnmlcos[2n(mf0 t-nk 0 x)+8mnl

(9)

m=O n=O

and 8mn arc the real amp1i tude and phase responses.

For

the mnth harmonic the associated phase velocity is simply
(10)

Thus, in the f1·cqu ency- wavcnumbcr domain, a mor.oveloci ty locus is simply
a strai ght line passing through the coordinate ori gin with a slope equal
to the phase velocity Vx.
an

I Fmn 1 2

A set of these lines can be superimposed on

array, 2nd the sums of the amplitudes along or in the vicinity

of the r e spective lines arc indicative of the energy of the t-x s eismic
a r ray in th e corre sponding v e l oc i ties.

Hos t any pa rti cular line will

clearly not pass precisely through a \. . avP-numbcr nk 0 colulim in the array
at every f requency mf 0 row.

An interpol a tin g- s ummin g scheme Khich tre ats

each monoveloci ty 1 inc impart ially will be devised.
Let us examine the Fmn r e sponse of some sinplc p r ogressing sinusoids
(no di spe rsion or att enuation).

l\rc are conce rned only \vi th s inusoidal

f r equencies of th e f orm m£ 0 fo r any part icul ar seis mi c tr a ce.

Th e tra ce-

to-trace phas e shifts <flm :Issociatcd with these frequencies and some phase

13

velocity Vx arc

(11)

Consider a particular sinusoid of frequency m1 f 0 on trace 0; traces
1,2,···,B-l will be shifted sinusoids with phases determined by equaThe particular complex harmonic respon~e

tion (11).

Fm 1 b

•

for the

b th trace will take the form of Figure 4, and Fmb wi 11 be zero for m~m 1.

Il'I\Fm• b}

•

t -> RC{Fml ,b}

Lt_~

TR.'.CE # _,.. -+ 1

Fig. 4.

o

•

•

•

•

2 •

o

o

•

•

3 • •

• •

o

ETC.

Complex frequency response for a progressing sinusoid.

Clearly, the phasor will trace a sinusoid for
s oid of the same frequency for

and a cosinuThe complex f-k response is

then obtained by calculating the Fourier transform of complex F(f,x)

=

B-1

I

b=o

Fml , u 8 (x-b~x)

with respect to x.

If the number B of data points of complex F (rn 1 f 0 , x) form an int egral
numh er n

1

of eye 1 es of the sinusoid and cosinusoid, i.e., if the phasor

completes a n integral number of revel utions, then the f-k resp r:mse F (f, k)
will have a sinp,lc non zer o value F(m 1 f 0 ,n'k 0 ), where n 1 k 0 is the \\'avenumber
of r(m 1 f 0 ,x).

Fi g ure Sa shows IF(f,k)l for a progressin g sinuso id of the

form f(t,x)

=

'r"'te
val11e
\,;
(: -

Ir 8 , 7 I •

~-

sin[2n(St/i\~t

-

7x/B~x)];

note that there is only the dis-

T·h e tot:1.l
SI)recad across the traces is 13~x=l6llx and
~-

o-Coordinate
Origin

----

I -.----------.

;;

\

X

t

~t

(a)

7

~

_j ~=;

I
I

(b)

~

Fig. 5. f-k amplitude respon3es of progressing sinusoids.

A

J.S

the length of each trace is .t\l'.t-=64l'.t.

In general, for a sinusoid of the

form
f(x,t)

= sin[2n(at/A6t - Bx/Bl'.x)],

(12)

the only response in the f-k domain is the discrete value Fa,B if a and B
are integers; for non-integer values, there is also
buted around the (a,B) value.
the cases (a,B)

=

so~e

response distri-

Figures Sb-Sd show analogous results for

(8,5.5), (7.5,5), and (7.5,5.5), respectively.

Note

that the relative amplitude plots alongside IFCf,k) I on Figures 5c and
Sd have the same shape as the nonzero IF(f,k)l responses at any given
frequency on Figures 5b and 5d.

This simply indicates that the distor-

tion caused by half-integer "a" values on the frequency response is
identical to the distortion caused by half-integer "13" values on the
Havenumber response.

The corruption from a half-integer value is the

mast severe of any nm1integer value, and the situation improves monotonically as it approaches an integer.
It is evident that the phase velocity associated with the progressing sinusoid of Figure Sa is equal to (8I3!1x/7Al'.t), shown by the solid
monovelocity line on the figure.

On the other hand, the single response

point on the f-k presentation contributes an equal amotmt to the total
cneq_
;)' along a retrogressive monoveloci ty line with a velocity value of

(-8l36x/9!1L\t), shown by the dashed line on the figure.

Also, the mono-

velocity lines for velocity values (8Bllx/22Al'.t), shown by a dotted line,
(SBL'.x/37Aflt), ( -8I3l\x/24At.t), (SBL'.x/521\l\ t), etc. will have energy equally
contrii)utcd to them by the single f-k response point.
tHo response points or more will usually contribute
energy to a single monovclocity line.

llowever, note that
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Next, consider a progressing function without a principal h.:1rmonic
component.

A periodic . spike (or a-function) has an equ.:1l response in

all harmonics.

.

Figures 6a-6c shO\-> the f-k responses of progressing
~1y

spikes with several different phase velocities in the x-direction.
phase velocity Vx is equal to the slope of the locus of spikes.
example, the slope of the locus on Figure 6b is

For

.:1nd tr.e associ-

t:.xjf).t,

ated slope in the frequency-wavenumber domain, being equal to Vx, is
obtained from the following considerations:

(13)

Since A/B

= 64/16 = 4/1,

the associated f-k slope is 4f 0 /k 0 .

Note that

the response on the !F(f,k)j plot is centered about a line with a slope
\·<hi ch is fo'Jr times that of the progressing spike on tne figure.
6a nnd 6c

e~tibit

the same phenomenon.

f.'lgures 7a and 7b form a sequel to Figure 6c.
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time-shifted versions of the l1.tter figure.

It can be seen that a velo-

city analysis in the f-k domain is independent of these time shifts, and
the same can be shown to be true for space (x) shifts.
Let us set a sinusoidal wavelet on each spike of Figures 6a-6c
anti examine the effects.

In this case the frequency response of each

trace will not be white.

Figures 8a-Sc show the results.

Note that the

f ·- k responses are f<Uni liar, with the exception that the energy is maximized in the mid-range frequencies.

This is caused by the sinusoidal

wavelet being relatively rich in these frequencies.
As final examples, four progressing spikes Hith different phase
velocities have been superimposed, Figures 9a-9c, with the relative
positions and composite position of the spikes changing from the first
to the last figure.

Then, on these spikes sinusoidal \vavelets have been

superimposed, Figures lOa-lOc.

Note on Figures 9a-9c that each of the

progressing spikes is clearly evident on the f-k plot, as indicated by
the r.1onovelocity lines dral.;n only on Figure 9a, and that the f-k response
is virtually unaffected by the starting times of the progressing spikes.
As expected, the superimposed wavelets affected the f-k response of the
progress:ng spikes only in the relative scales of the frequency responses
(Figure lC); each progressing event is clearly evident on the f-k plots.
On Figure 10 the apparent discrepancies in the scales of the t-x domain
traces results from the norrr.alization of the traces for display purposes.
The traces were normalized on total energy by the computer before F(f,k)
lvas calculated.
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All velocity analyzing techniques are related in some

manne~

al-

though remote in some cases, to the existence of dominant monovclocity
lines in the f-k domain.

llowcvcr, with the exception of optical fil-

tcring, to this time the published literature on the subject relates
only to the techniques which arc implemented in the time-space domain.
The optical techniques, Dobrin et al (1966), utilized lazer optics to
transform a 2-D array and visually display the results; in that case a
t-x domain array was

trMs~ormcd

into · a f-k domain array.

'l11e two prin-

cipal relationships between the two domains arc the 2-D correlation and
a 2-0 form of Parscval's theorem.

To examine these relationships a dis-

crete, finite form of the Fourier synthcsization (2) must be introduced,
vis.

1/t:,x 1//':,t
fab

=

!'lt/1X

J

I

0

0

F(f,k)exp[2nj(a6tf-bAxk)]dfdk

(14)

in the inverse Fourier synthesization
+co

I

=

F(f,k)

+oo

I

fabexp(-2nj(at:,tf-hhxk)]

a=-oo b=-oo

From cqu:1 tions (3) ,

asst<mes

tl~e

( O~f< 1/ At) and
( 0 ~ k < 1/ Ax) .

(4) and (5), it is seen that this rc la t ionship

simpler form

fab

=

A-1 B-1
(1/AB)

I

L F~nexp[(2nj(mf 0 at:,t-nk 0 ht:,x)].

(IS)

m=o n=o

To arrive at the correlation relationship, consider the Fottricr
synthesization

ra'b'

A-1 B-1
_ (1/AD)L
I F~G 1~nexp(2nj(mf 0 a'tlt-nk 0 b't,x)],

m=o n=O

(16)
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where F;,n and G~n are the complex discrete values of the 2-D transfon:1s
of the discrete functions f(t,x) and g(t,x) defined per equation (1).

"*" denotes "complex conjugate." Substitute summation (3)

The notation

'* w:t. t 11 f ab treate d as a real function, and combine the exponents
f-or F mn
to arrive at
ra'b'

Ic~ni Ifabexp{2nj[mf 0 (a'+a)~t-nk 0 (b'+b)~x]}.

= (1/AB)I

a b

m n

Reverse the order of summations, retain the exponent with

G~n,

and ob-

serve relationship (15) to arrive at the result

(17)

the 2-D correlation of the discrete functions f(t,x) and g(t,x).

This

relationship shows that the m.'"lth clement of the discrete 2-D fourier
tr<•nsform R(f,k) of the correlation of two functions in the t-x domain
is proportional to the complex product of F~; and G~n defined by relat

ion ship ( 3) , i. e . ,
A-1 B-1

R(f,k)

+-i-

=

(1/AB)

I

I

m=o n=o

F~1~G 1~no (f-mf0 )o (k-nk 0 )

A-1

B-1

A-1 B-1

a'=O

b'~o

a=O b=O

I

I

I

I

fabf-a'+a,h'+bo(t-:1.'!\t)o(x-b'~x).

(18)

Note that throughout this report we arc dealing with 2-D arrays
~1ich

arc assumed to be periodic in both the time and space coordinates

and that arrays which operate on one another in any manner have identical
periods.

The effects of overlapping periods can be eliminated in 2-D

correlation and convolution considerations by doubling both dimensions
of the arrays and placing zeros in the newly created p0sitions.
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1~e

2-D Parseval relationship states that the sum of the cross-

products of two 2-D functions differs from the sum of the cross-products
of the h.:o associ<!ted 2-D Fourier transforms only by a multiplicative
constru1t.

We start with the complex summation

A-1 B-1

s ·-

(1/AB)

L L F~l~G~.

(19)

m=o n=o

Introduce relationship (3) for both F~~ and G~n• reorganize the summations, and the result wi 11 take a form

LI I

S = (1/AB)L
f;bga'b'}:exp{2nj[m(a-a')/A]}Lexp{2nj[n(b-b')/B]}.
a b a' b'
m
n

Invoke the identity

N-1
I exp[j2nnp] = {NO

p=0,±1,±2,···,etc.
othenvise,

n=O

and the only f easible nonzero value for the exponential sums in this relationship is for the case p=O, i.e., a=a' and b=b'.

F:..·om this realization,

we arrive at th e desired result
/\-1 13-1

L L fabgab

s =
since fab is a real function.

(20)

a=O b=O

This result is seen to be a special case

of the correlation theorem by equating summations (16) and (17);
a':::b'=O, and Parseval's relationship results.

set

Jloh·ever, since the finite

Fottrier synthcs i zation ( 15) \vas not derive d in this report, the author
feels that the ma nner in which the above exponential identity is introduced should be of interest to the reader, as this same identity can be
applied

similarly to a double exponential

to arrive at S)~t~ esization (15).

summation of

expression (3)
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The simplest example of the correlation relationship (18), perhaps,
is an analysis of a shift-stack

operata~

such as those on Figures lln-llc.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 11. Complex f-k response for shift- stack operators.
Correlation of these operators with a time-space array of data is equivalent to advancing the data re time and stacking re space.
con~on

Clearly the

practice of straight stacking seismic data, corresponding to the

operator of Figure lla, enhances events with no stepout.

Note that in

practice only the middle trace of the resulting stack array is ever cons idcrcd for a given array of seismic data being stacked.

Likewise, ad-

vancing each trace one di g ital increment l\t re the adjacen t tra ce in a
spacew ise progressive manner and then stacking the shifted array will
enhance events with a s tepout of t.t per trace;
corrcspon<.ling operator.
domain responses.

F i gurc 11 b shO\-.rs the

Also shown on thes e figures are the comp lex f-k

Referr i ng to the f-k response of Figure lla as F(f,k)

and of a seismic array as G(f,k), we will obtain a result R(f,k) corresponding to the f ·-k response of the normal stack of g(t,x) given by
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Re{R(f,k)}

=

Re{G(f,k)}•Re{F(f,k)}+Im{r.(f,k)}·Im{F(f,k)}

Im{R(f,k)}

=

-Re{G(f,k)}·Im{F(f,k)}+Im{G(f,k)}•Re{F(f,k)}.

(21)

Since Im{F(f,k)} is zero for this particular case, R(f,k) \dll have the
same f-k phase response as G(f,k) and only the components of G(f,k) along
the infinity-monovelocity line will not be completely attenuated.

For

example, the normal stack of Figures Sa and Sc will be precisely zero
everywhere, as is evident in both the t-x and f-k domains; likewise,
some energy h'ill exist on the stacked result of Figures Sb and Sd.
discussion relates to the work of Gargotta and

~-lichon

This

(1967) ,,•herein

hyperbolic shift-stack operations are performed.
111e correlation techniques of Schneider et al (1968) are similar
to a

2-D

cor1~clation

correlation

procedure.

In this case we perform the 2-D

of an array with itself, i.e., the 2-D autocorrelation.

The

pc<.-:.k an1pl i tudes on each trace of the rcsul ting array wi 11 have trace-totrace stcpouts corresponding to the dominant velocities of the original
The 2-D Fourier transform of the autocorrelation array will,

array.

thence, have energy concentrated around the dominant monovelocity lines
of the original array.

The correlation step would be redundant if an

f-k domain analysis were to be performed, as the f-k amplitude response of
the seism:i.c array \WUld be sinply squared.

Ilowever, if only the t -x do-

main correlation analysis is performed, then the interpretation is simplified because the complex \-.'aveforms of the original traces arc replaced by
the much simpler and more descriptive waveforms of the autocorrelation
traces.
The "Pie-Slice" filter, Embree et al ( 1963), and the fan or velocity
-bandpass filter, Fail and Grau (1963) or Foster et al (1964), are most directly related to the correlation relationship.

TI1e modified form
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(1/AB)F~nG~n

of equivalency (18) is utilized straightaway in deriving an operator
f (t, x) to be convolved \vi th a seismic array g (t, x) to achieve the en-

hancemcnt of events having phase velocities within some specified range.
A fan or pie-slice shaped region in the real part of the complex f-k
domain representation of the filter, F(f,k), is set equal to unity,
and all other regions of the complex representation arc set equal to
zero.

'n1e discrete inverse-transform relationship (15) or an equi-

valent continuous version of it is then employed to determine f(t,x).
The filtered result will consist of all energy of the seismic array
\vithin the fan or pie-slice region, without or with little attenuation,
~1ercas

all energy outside the region will be completely or severely

attenuated, depending on the accuracy of the time-space representation
f(t,x) of the filter.
An aspect of the f-k response of a normal stack V.'hich is quite
significant with regard to fan filtering is suggested by Figure lla.
Consider that the narrowest zero-tilt fan filter which could be implement2d in the discrete f-k domain would consist of preserving the response along the infini ty-monove loci ty 1 ine, i.e. , along the \·:avenumber
column k=O, and zeroing the response elsewhere.

This would be equi-

valent to multiplying hy the f-k response of the norr.1al stack operator
in the f-k domain.

The implication is that a normal-stack operation

is precisely the narrowest zero-tjlt fan filter which can be cotlceived.
Similar analogies exist between tilted fan filters and shift-stack
operations.
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Although not yet fully described, it is worth noting that the
IIHVA technique can be synthesized in the t-x domain through the 2-D

Parseval theorem.

In the following section, it will be shown that

the IlRVA results for a 2-D seismic data gate are simply particular
weighted sums of the discrete values of the squared amplitude response
1Fmnl 2 fer the data gate.

But, this squared amplitude response is

seen to be proportional to the 2-0 Fourier transform of the 2-D autocorrelation of the data gate by replacing the second function "g" in
correlation relationship (18) by the first function "f"; i.e., the
discrete values in the f-k domain will be F~~F~n/CAB)

a:

1Fmnl 2 .

Then

from the 2-D Parseval theorem (19) and (20), the weighted sum of values
GmniFmnl 2 , where the Gmn are weights, is simply synthesized in the t-x
domain by a weighted sum of the discrete autocorrelation.

Ilmvever,

l!RVA can be executed many-fold faster than the t-x domain procedure.

A one-diJ11ensional (1-D) form of Parseval's theorem will be utilized in
a normalization procedure in the following section.
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IV.

fre~•ration

HIGH RESOLlHION VELOCITY Al'J.t\LYSIS (IIRVA)

?f the data

The seismic data which have been processed by HRVA to this time
consisted of 24-trace arrays, each array consisting of four sets of sixfold CDP data.

The time sampling increment

millisecond to 4 milliseconds.

~t

ranged prir.1 arily from 1

The space sampling increment or geophone

spacing llx was on the order of several hundred feet.

The traces were

digitally corTected in the Seismic Processing Center for static misalignme11t and for normal moveout, based on the best available velocity information for the particular geographical location of the seismic survey.
Ar1 accurate execution of these t\.,ro corrections is highly desirable, if
not mandatory.

The data was then gated re both time and space, with the

time-gate length (Atlt) depending to an extent on
A

= 16,

16~x.

~t

32, or 64, and with the space-gate length

but usually with

(B~x)

equal to

8~x

or

The gate positions were chosen in such a manner that there was a

50 percent overlap with the adjacent gates along the time direction.
No attempt was made to honor the COP status of the data in any ,,•ay, although a precision stack of the data after new

N~D

corrections,utilizing

the rms velocity derived from IIRV A, would certainly honor it.
Normalization.

Because the digital field traces are not recorded simul-

taneously or at the same shotpoint-geophone distance, some provision must
be made for normalizing them.

Furthermore, we are dealing here with the

combined effects of frequency-dependent attenuation, dispersion, a multipi ici ty of coherent events, random events, and dead traces, an:ong others.
1bc objective is to somehow, in the presence of these phenomena, scale

each seismic trace so that the form and amplitude of each coherent event
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are optimally equalized across the entire set of seismic traces.

As a

very simple example of the corrupting effects of attenuation on a single
harmonic, consider the example of Figure Sa with the addition of linear
attenuation across the 16 traces.

The harmonic response F(Sf 0 , x) will

have a linearly-diminishing sinusoidal real component and cosinusoidal
imaginary component, both with wavenumber 7k 0 •
Figure 12 with Figure Sa.

Compare the results cf

Clearly the wavenumber response F(8f 0 ,k) has

o-Coordinate
Origin
f

+-)>-k

---~

- ------

' resp on·e
Fig. 12. f-k amp 11. tuoe
s for •an attenuated })ropressing sinusoid.
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been corrupted, but the peak response is clearly still at the point
(Sf 0 , 7k 0) .

T\,'0

normalization methods have been considered, \vi th each

having its o1,n advantages for the right conditions.
The first procedure involves normalizing the amplitudes (without
disturbing the phases) of each particular harmonic up to the 10\v-pass
limit,across the entire set of seismic traces.

The normalized amplitude

for any given harmonic is taken to be the average across the set of traces
for that harmonic.

This procedure is most useful where coherent noise

energy is relatively low; random noise is certainly not to be neglected,
but it is considered that the randomness will preclude any cumulative
problems.

A meaningful example of the undesirable effects of coherent

no isc on the procedure consists of two traces with an idcn tical "primary''
and an identical "multiple" on each trace.

Figure 13 depicts the co1:1posi-

tion of a single harmonic for each of the traces.

THACE 1

~

~1

ACTUAL

f'.IULTIPLE

+

TRACE 2

=

+

PRHIARY

TI1e primary has been

=
A~-~

~~--

·
13
Flg.
-.

Co1np1- ex corr.posi tion of a single frequency harmonic.

given a small residual stepout and the multiple has a larger one, as
indicated by the pha3es; each event is individually normalized, as indicated by the amplitudes.

Rut, the actual harmonic response of the two

events is not normalized due to the difference in stepouts, and the
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present procedure would destroy the normalization of the individual events
by normalizing this harmonic.

Clearly, hoh·ever, for primary signal alone

the effects of frequency-dependent attenuation would be effectively minimized in the presence of dispersion by this technique.
A second normalization has been proposed by Robinson (1968), the
The procedure simply nor-

det a ils of which can be read in Appendix D.
malizes for each seismic trace the sum
A-1
sb =

L f~b

b = 0,1,· ··,B-1.

(22)

a=O

111e enumeration of the sum Sb for any given trace can be simplified by

the introduction of a one-dimensional (1-D) form of Parseval 's relationsllip, due to the permissibility of 10\v-pas s filtering the traces.
From equations (19) through (20) one can obtain by :malogy the 1-D
Parseval theorem
A-1

A-1

(23)

L F;hcmb·
L fabgab = (1/A) m=o

a== o

Set g=f in this relationship, rutd utilize the symmetry properties in the
fr e quency domain to ohtain
A-1

L Cfab) 2

a=O

A-1
·- ( 1I A)

L lF mb l 2

(24)

a:

m=O

Now, arguments for t he validity of this normalization scheme stipulate
that the mean value of each trace be zero.

In the frequency domain this

is achieved by setting Fob equal to zero; recognizing this an d denoting
the low- pass frequency limit by A'f 0 , we arrive
equivalent of summation (22) to be normalized:

at the fol lowin g
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A'

Sb = L 1Fmbl 2

b

m=l

=

(25)

0, 1 , • • • , B-1 ,

where A' ~ A/2.
The second normalization procedure has more general applicability
and is less restricted, as most all seismic data contain coherent noise.
The technique docs not alleviate in ru1y direct manner the effects of
frequency-dependent attenuation even in the absence of coherent noise,
and it cannot precisely correct frequency independent attenuation of all
eve nts unless they are attenuated at the same rate.

1!01-.'ever, these ef-

fects are considered in perspective to be of minor significance, and the
application of this technique can certainly do no harm in this respect.
All applications of HRVA recorded in this report wi 11 utilize the second
nvrmalization technique.
Sei_smic velocity

rclationshi~

111C horizontal phase velocity in the x-dircction has been ;:malyzed

in terms of the temporal response at equally spaced positions along the
x-axis.

In seismic exploration, reference is made to a straight line of

equally-spaced geophones with a colincar shotpoint beyond one end of the
geophones.

The shotpoint lies at the origin of the x-axis, which extends

coincidentally with the geophone line.

Seismic energy of interest in

reflection seismology does not propagate along the x-axis, but rather,it
a:rri ves obliquely at the geophones from the sul1surface direction after
having undergone from one to many reflections at surfaces or regions of
accoustical- impedance change.

f-urthermore, the Nf.lO correct ions should

nearly zero the stepout of primary reflections.

Thence, we arc concerned
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An approxir.1ation is developed in Appendix C for the residual
stepout liTij between t\\'0 seismograms for an event which has a zerooffset, two-way travel time T.

As is customary, all subsurface struc-

ture is assumed to lie in horizontal layers.

liTij is a function of

the gcophonc positions Xi and Xj, the rms subsurface velocity Vz(T)
encountered by the event at zero-offset, and the rms velocity used in

NnO corrections Vm0 (T).

Introducing the geophone spacing [6x=xi+l-xi]

=

<md the average offset distance [Xij Cxj +xi) /2], express ion (C-9)

takes the form
T··"'
(XiJ·llx/T)[l/V~(T) -l/V~ 0 (T))
l.J
in the present nctation.

(j-i=l)

(26)

1be apparent horizontal velocity associated

hi th this residual stepout (i.e., the residual, apparent horizontal
velocity) is

(27)

In order that a constant velocity (27) be analyzed across an entire set of seismic traces, B in number, an optimum choice must be made
for a single val•.te of 6Tij vvhich best represents the results for the
· 1 , 2 ,•••, B- 1 111
·
CDSeS J=

· n (?6)
equa t 10
~

•

Since the increase in 6T 1· J. is

linear with increase in ~ij• it is theorized that the best approxirnat:i.on is obtained by sctt ing Xij ~x '= (xo+xn_ 1) I 2.

'That is, for equally

spaced geophones and even B,

the average offset distnnce to the middle two geophones.

Figure 14
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o-Coordinate
Origin

Fig. 14. f-k amplitude response for a progressing sinusoid with
increasing stepout.
shows a sinusoid with frequency 8f0 and with linearly increasing stepout
from

3.15~t

to

3.85~t

per trace, so that the stepout at the middle t\vO

traces is equal to that of the progressin g sinusoid on Fi gure Sa, vis.,
7AAt/8i3 = (7·64/8•16)~t=3.5011t

per trace. The theory seems justified, as the

f-k response is still peaked at the point (8fo,7k 0 ).
Also, in expression (26) a zero-offset arrival time T must be judiciously specified for each particular time gate.
to determine the zero - offse t arrival t ime of

~n y

TI1e first problem is
event, anyHhere i n the

time gate, as a zero-offset trace is seldom ever included in the set of
seismic traces being analyzed.

TI1e second problem is to determine the
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one zero-offset travel time which best represents all events in the gate.
The first problem is intrinsically solved by the N}!O correction in that
the geophone-offset effect on the arrival times of primary events is essentially removed according to the accuracy of the

N~D

velocity Vm0

;

this points up the need for accurate Nl\'0 correction prior to HRVA.

It is,

of course, the rms velocity Vz of the primary event that is of interest.
~1oreover,

the residual stepout of multiple events should usually be small

enough that the results of a velocity analysis which are attributable to
them are st1fficiently accurate to be of diagnostic value.

Regarding the

second problem, for sufficiently small gates it is considered that the
tirr.e at the middle of the gate is best.

One alternate to this procedure

,,;ould be to select the time of the most-energetic primary event in the
gate, a quite vague undertaking.

The objective of the analysis of the f-k array is to determine the
energy (amplitude squared) of the transformed array F(f,k) at f-k positions along certain rnonovelocity lines.

The monovelocity lines seldom

pass directly through lattice points in the array.

There arc two evi-

dent schemes for performing interpolation between the lattice points
along a monovelocity line, viz., 1) interpolate between the lattice points
only <Jlong each frequency row, and 2) interpolate between the lattice
points only along each wavenumber column.

The first me thod should be

used when the frequency responses are calculated before the wavenumber
responses, equation (3), b cc:Juse there will be a single

\,· ~wenumber

region

for each frequency at which the energy response of events \d th a par ti cular velocity will be manifested on jF(f,k) 12 •

The second method should

be used for the reverse ..procedure because there is a -single
- - frequency
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region for each wavenumber at which this energy response 'd 11 be manifested.
This anacronisrn results from the perioJic:i ty of the sys tern.
consider the slowest monovclocity line on Fi2ure 9a.

for example,

llerc, the mono-

velocity line has passed through all wavenumber columns when it has
reached the 22nd frequency harmonic; at his harmonic we would discontinue the line if interpolation ,,·ere being perforr.1cd at each wavenumber
column.

However, since the frequency responses '"ere calculated first,

the first scheme should be used, and the useful information on the remaining harmonics can be analyzed along the ext ens ion of the rr,ono-.re loci ty 1 ine
which starts a repeat cycle at the left end of the 23rd frequency harmonic.
An identical argument applies to the second scheme, for high monovelocity
lines, if wavenumber responses arc calculated first.
111e first method above has been chosen for several reasons.
there is a time saving
from lo\\·-pass fi 1tering.

First,

in the frequency-domain normaU zation resulting
Secondly, wavenumber responses only need to be

calculated for approximately one quarter of the frequency harmonics, due
to symmetry and low-pass filtering; the symmetry savings can be re3lized
in the second method but no low-pass fil terinr, analot1 Y exists.

Computer

"bookkeeping" procedures for monoveloc i ty 1 ines 'd th very steep slopes
(as arc mostly encountered) would be quite complicated for the second
method because each monovcloci ty 1 inc \wuld have to he proj cctcd along
up to thousands of repeat cycles in order to pass across 311 wavenumber
columns for interpolation; in addition, there would be computer round - off
error introduced in the extremely ir:1portant precise location of the crossing points of a rr.onovelocity line at each column.

figure l.S shoh·s the

lattice points for a time-gate x space-gate size of 8x4.

For the particular
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Fig. 15.

f-k energy response lattice.

monovelocity line dralm, only the interpolation bet\veen 0 and k 0 at f 0
and the interpolation between k 0 and 2k 0 at 2f 0 must be made, due to the
lm-:-pass fi 1 tering and symmetry.

In fact, only wavenumber responses for

f 0 and 2f 0 would have been calculated for this particular analysis.

The

zero-frequency wavenumber response is never calculated because only the
point (0,0) is needed and F(O,O) contributes equally to all monovelocity
1 ines.

The slopes of the monovelocity lines become clustered very compactly
around 90-degrees as offset distance decreases and as time increases,
equations (26) and (27).
cross the k

0

In fact, the monovelocity lines seldom ever

column before reaching the lo,~-pass frequency.

TI1is empha-

sizes the need for a good interpolation scheme which will yield interdata maxima or minima; this .• of cours~, rules out any form of t\w-point
interpolation.
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A four-point interpolation scheme has been devised and coJr.puter
prograr.1med which is considered to be optimal in view of its simplicity.
Figure 16 is the geometrical presentation of the technique.

Here, it
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Geometrical presentation of interpolation technique.

is desired to determine !F(f,k)l 2 at some particular frequency harmonic
at the point between k 0 and 2k 0 where a monove loci ty line intersects the
frequency-harmonic row.

The procedure is to first construct a two-point

extrapolation from both sides of the interpolation point.

A weighted

average of the extrapolated values is then designated as the interpolated
value; the weights for the two extrapolations range from (1,0) to (0,1)
in a linear fashion as one progresses from the left nearest data point
to the right nearest data point.

Thus, the interpolated value \vi 11 ap-

proach the value at a nearest data point as the interpolation point
approaches it, and there wi 11 most usually be an inter-data maximum or
minimUJn, as there realistically should be.

The position of this max imum
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or minimura can be controlled to some extent by raising or 10\'.'ering the
data values to some particular power before the interpolation is performed.
This procedure has not been used in JIRVA.

The interpolation scheme could

be extended to a six (or more) -point configuration, but the complexity
of such a procedure precludes it usage on a large-scale basis.
Presentation of the results
The rcsidual,apparent horizontal velocities Vx associated with 32
equally-incremented rms-subsurface-velocity values Vz are determined for
each seismic data gate from equations (26) and (27); in equation (26),
~ij

is represented by the single value i', relation (28), ru1d Tis sim-

ply the gate - center time.

At any given time T, negative residual step-

outs are associated with Vz values which are greater than the rms Nr-.10
velocity Vmo• and vice versa for positive residual stepouts; Vmo is plotted on the velocity analysis.

Figure 17a shows a typical display of the

ra1v results of such an analysis for some offshore Gulf Coast data.

The

peak energy value for any particular gate is positioned at the time T of
the J;ate center.

The time length of the gate is twice the gate-to-gate

time of 16x.004=.064 sec., due to overlap.
On the figure, notice that the results for early time gates are
s1wrp and jagged, whereas the results at later times are ctui te smooth to

t1:e point of appearing to have no character.
•.vith

Islopes I

Also, monoveloci ty lines

less than f 0 /k 0 are not analyzed by the computer program,

which accounts for the absence of any results at both ends of the earlytime traces and for the sharp peak and absence of results at the right end
of s ome later-time traces.

Clearly, a more diagnostic presentation would

be created by smoothing jagged character is tics and sharpening JT:aximas on
the curves.

Figure 17b shows precisely the smne results after high -cut
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. n
Fig. 17. IIRVA Presentatlo scheme.
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filtering and time-dependent exponential slwrpcninr; have been performed.
Note that peak values on the curves have not been shifted at all by the
process.

Peak sharpening is achieved by raising the lbta to a specified

power ·.vhich increases in direct proportion to time, from a value of 1 up
to a value of perhaps 10.

High - cut filtering is then implemented by ap-

plying the FFT, zeroing the upper half of the frequency components, and
then applying the FFT as an inverse transformation.
are then normalized on the peak value.
th~

The data in each gate

Plotted alongside the analysis dre

relative peak-energy values before sharpening and filtering for each

gate; the plot is not shown for Figure 17a, as i t is identical to the
or.e for Figure 17b.
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V.

A."'ALYSIS OF l!RVA RESULTS

A 24-trace array of 4-millisecond seismic data from h'cst Texas has
been chosen to demonstrate HRVA.

The offset spread is from 2250' to

10875', giving an average geophone spacing of 375'.

The 24 traces are

grouped in 3 sets of 16 traces each, so that the space progression per
set is only 4 geophones increments.

Figure 18 shows the gates for the.

set tvith the greatest average offset value, 8062'; the time length of
the gates is 64x.004 sec., and there is a SO-percent overlap on both
ends of each gate.

Each gate has been normalized on the peak value for

piotting purposes.

The first trace in this set is dead.

The f-k amplitude responses for gates (6-10) are shown on Figures
3a-3e; it is the square of this response which is analyzed.

Note that

there is negligible energy in F(f,k) for frequencies above approximately
tlJe middle harmonic; the middle harmonic for .004 milliscc. data, as in
this case, is 62.5 cycles/sec.

For .002 millisec. data the middle harmonic

is 125 cycles/sec., and for .001 milliscc. data it is 250 cycles/sec.

11te

lew --p:1ss cutoff frequency will always be around 100 cycles/sec. or less,
a!j there just are not geophones and seismic amplifier-recording systems
\vh:i ch pass frequencies above this.

Thence, for . 001 mil lise c. data the

low-pass cutoff will certainly be below the middle harmonic, and for . 002
mi 11 isec data it 1vill usually be he low it.

In order to maintain sufficient

frequency resolution in the 1Fmn! 2 array up to the low-pass cutoff, the
number of samples N in the time gate is increased for the smaller sampling
increments; for the present example, N would probably have heen 128 or 256
had the sample interval

been .002 or .001 millisec., respectively.

111e

best low-pass cutoff limit can usually be determined from the specifications
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of the field recording network, or it can be ascertained from a harmonic
analysis of the seismic data.
Figure 19a shows the velocity analysis for the gates of the previous
figure.

From the plot alongside the analysis, it is seen that gate/s 8

and 9 are the

~ost

energetic.

The stepout trend for both gates is seen

to be negative on Figure 18, as is evidenced by an energy peak at a velocity which is higher than Vmo·

As one progresses from gate 9 to gate 13,

the stepout trend undergoes a transition from negative to positive; gates
10 and 11 are indicated on the velocity analysis to have a mixed trend.
The transition is quite subtle and perhaps cannot be recognized on any
single gate, Figure 18, but the negative stepout trend on gate 9 and the
positive stepout trend on gate 13 are clearly evident.

Likewise, the

trends which can be observed on gates 1-6 are consistently indicated on
the velocity analysis.
Figure 19h shows the velocity analysis for the same set of traces
with the gate size halved with respect to time.

The computation time

was approximately the same, as the number of gates was doubled and the
ccmputation time for each gate was about halved.

The resolution or

s 8nsitivity of the analysis has been enhanced, but the smooth trend of
the locus of maximum energy at each gate has been disrupted at several
times, especially around 1. 5 sec. and 2. 5 sec. , because of it.

A1so, end

effects due to gating increase in indirect proportion to the ti111e l e ngth
of the gate.

Based on this knowledge, the results of Figures 19a and 19b,

a nd other experience with IIRVA, a gate length of about 0.25 seconds seems
to be most satisfactory.
Fiourcs 20 and 21 show the ve locity analyses for the remaining · two
D

sets; the average offset distances are 6562' and 5062', r e spectively.
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Fig. 19. HRVA results for gates at 8062' avg. offset.
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Fig. 20. llRVA results for 16-trace

x

.256- scc. gates at 6562' avg. offset.

4!)

Fig. 21.· HRVA results for 16 -trace x .256-sec. gates at 5062' avg. offset.

so
1~e gates for the latter set are shown on Figure 22.

There is one more

gate here than on Figure 18, and traces 9-16 on r,ates 2,3,4,···,19 are
corrunon to traces 1-8 on gates 1,2,3,···,18 of Figure 18.

Clearly, the

gates for the middle set could be constructed from these two figures.
As one progresses from the most distant set, Figure 19a, to the
nearest set, Figure 21, there is an indicated trend from negative stepouts to positive stepouts, especially in the time range 1.0 to 2.0
second.

There is a very distinct arch in the positions of coherent events

extending from gates 7-10 of Figure 22 to gates 6-9, respectively, of
Figure 18.

This could be merely a result of poor static corrections, as

there arc indications of static problems in evidence.

On gates 7-10 of

Figure 18, trace 5 from the bottom needs to be shifted to the ri0lt, and
the top four traces need to be shifted in unison towards the right.

Static

error in a group of traces will have only a small corrupting effect on liRVA
results.

Figures 23a-23c show the progressing spike of Figure 7 with
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Fig. 23. Examples of effects of static errors.
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various static shifts of the top e1"ght traces.

Cl ear 1y lWVA rcsul ts

\vould be affected very 1 i ttle by the noise created on the f -k amp! i tude
response.

A single trace which is statically in error will not intro-

duce as much error in HRVA results as, for example, a dead trace.

Note

that even with the six dead traces on Figure 23c, BRVA would still have
an energy peak at the correct velocity.

Localized static problems can

be diminished by increasing the number of seismic traces in a gate; space
resolution will be decreased as a result, thus necessitating some upper
1 imi t on the number of traces in a gate.

·n1e maximum-ar:1pl i tude plot alongside the gates is considered to be
of limited diagnostic value.

If one considers that at any particular

time multiple events have ahmys undergone more reflections than primary
events, 2nd that they have traveled in media which are more dissipative
on the average, then gates with relatively high energy for their particular time might be reasoned to contain one or more primary events.
This generalization is of questionable merit, as the reflection coefficicnt of a primary can be several-fold smaller than those of multiple
events.

The plot is useful for correlating high-energy events on a suc-

cession of IIRVA results, and it indicates the relative significance of
each gate from purely an amplitude standpoint.
The problem of distinguishing primary-event manifestations from
those of multiple events is probably the most formidable obstacle encountered in the interpretation of HRVA results.

The feasibi 1 i ty that

energy peaks on the results correspond to primary events can be probed
to some extent by forming the product of the corresponding rms velocities
and gate times at a series of gates.

The rcsul ts should increase with

time~ as they are proport.i onal to the depth of the origin of the primary
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reflection; if they do not, then there is a discrepancy.

The ultimate

outcome of HRVA, a continuous rms subsurface velocity function, is
highly contingent on this distinction.
On Figure 19a, the shape and smoothness of the locus of peaks are
not indicative of multiple events.

It appears that the locus is an

acceptable rms velocity funct:lon.

A velocity inversion is indicated

aound 2.0 sec .• and there is thought to be geological evidence in support of it.

Certainly, a more eventful stack would result if this rms

velocity function were used in the Nr-10 corrections.

In the time range

·1.0-2.0 seconds, the change in the locus of peaks from Figure 19a to
Figure 21 has been noted.

The rms velocity function from Figure 19a

is preferable to those from Figures 20 or 21 because the larger offset
distance enlarges the range of stepouts associated with any given
range of rms velocities, thus resulting in sharper resolution in liRVA.
Furthermore, the high-velocity trend in this time range is much more
pronounced on the middle set, Figure 20, than the low-velocity trend.
Possible lithologic interpretations utilizing HRVA results include the recognition and location of low-velocity reservoir formations,
isopach studies, and recognition of hieh-pressure formations. among
others.

An interval velocity function can be determined from the rms

velocity function. equation (C-10). ,,·hich would be quite useful in
these interpretations.

Also, the effects of subsurface dip on HRVA

cannot always be discounted; in fact. the analysis should be of diagnostic value in detecting and evaluating dip.
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VI.

DISCUSSION

In this section, the three outstanding problems encountered by

HRVA or by any other similar seismic velocity analysis technique are
discussed in the following order:

l) possible errors in the rms sub-

surface velocity function due to the combined effects of the f-k
interpolation scheme, the truncation of series (C-5), and the approximation leading to expression (28); 2) primary-multiple discrimination;
and 3) statics.

Procedures for mitigating all three problems with re-

gard to an improved stack, and for mitigating the first t\,·o problems
\vi th regard to an improved subsurface velocity function are suggested.

Further study of BRVA and its applications should certainly include
the se topics.
First

t~_ic

One property of IIRVA which is undoubtedly dependable is that sufficiently energetic events with zero residual stepout will be displayed
on the velocity spectra without error, with respect to the NMO velocity
functi on.

This is true for the followin g reasons:

l) in this re gard,

equation (26) is effectively no longe r a trunc a ted s e ries, a s all func tions of Vz and Vrno are respe ctively equal; 2) the trace-to-trace stepout is a linear function (zero eve rywhe r e) and, the r efore, the approximation leading to expres sion (28) is an a bsolute e qua lity and; 3) the
associated monovelocity line passes straight along the z.ero-wavenumbcr
axis, causing no interpolations to be ma de in the f-k domain.
llow c an this prope rty be st be utili zed in obtainin g a good stack?
The procedure is to simply apply IIRVA iteratively until th e peaks of
all velocity energy spec tra \-:h i ch are domin a ted by primary events are
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at the corresponding N~· !O velocities.

That is, a new 1':~10 velocity func-

tion is determined from HRVA, the seismic data is N~!O corrected Hith
this function, IIHVA is again applied, the seismic data is again
corrected, etc.

N~!O

THo to three iterations should be sufficient in any

case.
Second topic
A procedure for better understanding the relative contributions
of primaries and multiples to HRVA results, such as those displayed on
Figures 19a-19b, is to simply shrink the time dimension of the data
gate.

Figures 24a and 24b depict suclt results for Figure 19a or 19b.

These results cannot be seriously interpreted to obtain a velocity
function, as the gates are just not long enough to ccntain sufficient
contiguous information or to satisfy several criteria set forth previously in the text; in fact, the time dimension of the data gate is
8 samples for Figure 24b, whereas it is 64 samples for Figure 19a.
Subjectively, the various characteristics of the velocity energy
spectra of Figure 19a are consistently bared or clarified as we progress
to Figure 19b, to Figure 24a, to Figure 24b.

For example, the low ve-

locity undulations on the spectra at 1.4 seconds and at 1.8 to 2.0
seconds on the former figure become clearly evidenced to be manifestations of multiple events as one proceeds to the latter figures.

In

reiteration, I!RVA results for very small gates constitute a valuable
interpretive supplement to the results for longer gates, but in the
final

~malysis

velocity information from the latter is more accurate

and h~ss subject to isolated deviations from the correct velocity
trend.
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16-trace

x

.064-sec. gates
(a)

16-trace x .032-sec. gates
(b)

Fig. 24. Gate-size-shrinkage study for the HRVA results of Figure 19.
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TI1e statics problem has been around for a long time and apparently
will remain for some time.

Until very recently, the static corrections

for seismic data were calculated from nothing more than the shotpointgeophone geometrical configuration, as constructed from field survey
data; this antiquated and inadequate method presents a salient contrast in comparison with the sophisticated modern seismic techniques
which are performed on a digital computer.

Recently, some interest

has developed in a purely statistical approach to the static corrections.
This approach has been investigated to a limited extent by the author, and
several ideas have evolved.
TI1e first idea is to successively cross-correlate

N~~-corrected

pairs of traces in order of increasing distance from the shotpoint.
One could also cross-correlate all pairs of traces in a seismic array
to obtain more data but, due to changes in signal characteristics with
increased offset distance, it is felt that only adjacent traces need be
considered.

A "phase" crosscorrelation of the form
/\-1-n
~fg(n6t)

=

I

fign+i/lfign+il

i=O

is considered to be more appropriate, as it emphasizes .I.?lla~ correlation as opposed to the usual c;mphasis on a1~i tude correlation.

The

traces arc then shifted (to the nearest sample interval) so that the
correlations are all maximized.

In doing

this, residual stepout will

be created or even eliminated at certain various times on the traces,
due to the dynamic nature of normal moveout.

Therefore, HRVA wi 11

yield a "pseudo-velocity" function which will be useless from the
standpoint of lithologic interpretations, but will be quite useful for
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determining new
hanced stack.

m .lQ

corrections

Hh ich

\vi l1 align the data for :m en-

Figure 2Sa shows IIRVA results for two 24-trace arrays

from the same geographical region before any correlative statics (the
usual geometrical statics have been applied).
ity in the results.

We note the dissimilar-

Figure 2Sb shO\vS HRVA results for the same data

after the static correction outlined here; the results now appear quite
similar, as they should.
Other ideas are quite similar to those above; for example, one
could pick a well-knO\m strong reflection and limit the coverage of
the crosscorrclation to that vicinity, etc.

One last idea which is

somewhat different is exemplified on Figures 26a-26b.

Here, the most

energetic gate on the HRVA results before any correlative statics is
noted on the same two 24-trace arrays used above.

From 11RVA results

for a number of 24-trace arrays in the area and displays of the seismic records, it was tentatively assumed that the energy of that gate
should be peaked at approximately 14,700'/sec.

On t:his premise, cor-

relative techniques were applied in the corresponding most-energetic
vicinity of the seismic traces and statics were applied in such a manncr that subsequent IJRVA results would satisfy this criterion; thus,
the loci of events in this region of the two arrays were similar hyperbolae after the statics.

Figure 26b shows the results; we note first

the most energetic gate and secondly that the IIRVA results appear quite
more similar than before the statics.
Conclusions
An all-inclusive analysis of HRVA results and their applications
is clearly beyond reason, inasmuch as there is much !attitude left in
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the exact specification of many parameters in the analysis and a single
regional study with correlative geological coverage could require several years.

Also, some of the analytical techniques of I!RVA such as

normalization and f-k interpolation are subject to scrutiny and customization for particular data.

Therefore, the specific developments

of many of the multifarious applications and interpretations of llRVA
remain as a challenge to the particular user.

In conclusion, ho ....·ever,

an important new process for garnering a few more secrets of the st;bsurface from seismic data has been developed.
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APPEt\DIX A
FREQUENCY RESPONSE, FOURIER TRAI'JSFORt.lS, AND SM·lPLEIJ FUNCTIONS

This section was written with the objective in mind of elucidating the precise details of the development of a discrete Fourier
transform pair and the adequate representation of seismic trace sections in the transformation operations from a sampling-theory standpoint.

1ne concept of a frequency response is intrinsically emhraced

in the discussion.

To the author's knowledge, such a development has

not previously appeared in print in a similar fono.

The notation dif-

fers from that in the text in a few instances, e . g.,one-dimensional
transforms are italicized in the text; therefore, this section should
be read as an independent supplement to the text.
A periodic function of time, say f(t), with period T can be written as a 1 in ear sum of

comple~

exponential terms.

That is,

+co

f(t)

= L

(A-1)

anexp(jnwot),

n=-oo

where
T

an

= (1/T)Jf(t)exp(-jnwot)dt,
0

j

is the unit complex qua ntity, and w0 :: 2n/T.

well known Fourier series r zpres enta tion.

This equa tion is the

\\'c ca ll the set of f r equen -

cies nwo the "harmonics" of f(t) and the associated set of an values
the "frequency re s ponse" or "ha rmonic spectrum" of f(t) ; a single an
v a lue i s occasiona lly r efered to as a "harmon i c."

An aperi odic func -

tion of length T c an also be represented by equation (A-1) if we impose
the restriction that the r esultant f (t) is correct only for O<t<T;
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otherwise, if we treat the function as a normal aperiodic function,
then its effective period becomes "", causing the frequency response
to become continuous and infinitessimal at any particular frequency.
'l11e Fourier transform F(w) of the time function f(t) is, by defini tion (p. 1 of Papoulis, 1962),
+""

F(w)

= Jf(t)exp(-jwt)dt.

(A-2)

Substituting series (A-1) in this relationship, we obtain, from a
knowledge of the delta function o, the result

F(w)

= 2n

+""

L

ano(w-nwo);

(A-3)

n=-""

see Appendix I of Papoulis (1962) for a discussion of the de 1 ta function.
Thus, it can be seen that the response an at each harmonic of f(t) is
a simple multiple of the particular pulse height of F(w) at the point
w""nw 0 .

'I1lis result can be shO\m to be corr.patable with the inverse

Fourier tl'ansform relationship,
+""

f(t)

= (1/2n) JF(w)exp(jwt)dw,

(A-4)

-""

by substituting it in the relationship; equation (A-1) is clearly
obtained.
Th- us, the Four 1· er transform of a periodic tirr.e function contains
the necessary information for the determination of the function's frequency response.

'I11e an values of expansion (/\-1) will normally contain

real and imagjnary components, i.e., we can say an=x11 +jYn·

Then,
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applying Euler's identity,

f(t)

+""
t"

= L [xncos(nw 0 t)-ynsin(nw 0 t)]
n=-oo

+<>D

+j

r

(YnCOS(nwot)+Xnsin(nwot)).

(A-S)

n=-oo
If f(t) is a real time function, as we encounter with seismic traces,
then the following relationships must be: infcred if the second sum be
equal to zero:
(A-6)

Thes e relationships are consistent with the formulation of an, equation (A-1).

By an3lyzing the first of summations (A-5), it can be

seen that each harmonic of real f(t) can be generated by the vertical
projection of a clockwise - rotating phasor.

Each phasor has length

ru= Cx~+y~) 1 12 a nd forms an an gle 8n(t) =mJ 0 t - arctan(yn/Xn) with the

vertical axis, as is sh01m by Figure A-1.

..

--~,

Xn

PHASE LAG

nw0 t

The plot "rn vs. nwo" is

l

Yn

Fig. A-1.

Phasor repres entation of a sin gle harmonic of a real
time function.
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termed the "amplitude response" of f(t), and the plot "arctan CYn/Xn)
vs. nwo" is termed the "phase-lag response" of f(t).

The value rn

indicates the relative content of a cosinusoid with frequency value
nwo contained in the harmonic synthesis of time function f(t); the
phase lag determines the exact position of the cosinusoid on the time
axis.
We will be concerned with contiguous sections or "gates" of
seismic traces which have been continuously band-pass filtered to
eliminate all frequency components outside the band lwl<wc.

This

certainly does not insure that frequencies outside the band will not
exist in the sections, when considered separately.
digitally sampled at equal time increments

The traces are

lit, '~here

(A-7)

when wc:.:;rr/llt, the band-pass frequency cutoff is the Nyquist "folding"
f :ccquency which is so important in the sampling theorem of Shannon.
The theorem states that the real digital samples f(nrr/wc) are
completely sufficient to perfectly reconstruct the continuous real
time fw1ction f(t) by the relationship
+CO

f(t)

= I

f(nn/wc)sin(wct-nn)/Cwct-nn).

(A-8)

n=-oo

One can judiciously make the summation limits finite without introducing significant error.

Operation (A-8) is exactly equivalent to

centering a "sine" function (sinwc t/wct) of amplitude f(nrr/wc) at
·
·
tl1Cm,· th1" s j ·s simply convolution
each sample po1nt,
and t h en summ1ng
of an impulsive representation of the sample function with the sine
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function.

In view of this description, errors in signal reconstruction

from seismic trace sections arc better understood.

Clearly, errors

will be largely confined to the ends of the sections, where missing
contributions of adjacent sine functions are in evidence.

Because of

the transient nature of the sine function, CTrors could be reduced by
gating the seismic trace in sections of near-zero amplitude.
Let's develop a frequency-domain representation for the seismic
trace

sections- first, for the sampled trace

f(n~t),

and secondly,

for the impulsive, continuous time representation of the sampled
trace, f'(t).

In doing so, keep in mind that an aperiodic, band-

passed, continuous normal time function has a continuous, finite frequency response; while a periodic, band-passed, continuous time function has a discrete, finite frequency response.

An impulsive time

funct.i.on has an unbounded, periodic frequency response which is discrete if the

tim~

function is periodic and is continuous if the time

function is aperiodic.
tion~

The same statements apply to a frequency func-

idth relation to its "time response."

Consider the Fourier series expansion of the Fourier transform
F(w) for a band-pass-filtered trace.

Analogous to equation (A-1), the

expansion is simply
+OO

F(w)

=

L

Anexp(-jn ~tw) C!wl<wm)•

n=-""

where
+we
An

= (1/2wm)

f F(w)exp(jn~tw)dw,

-we

(A-9)
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and wm'=7T/ tit·
(A-7), wm2::wc·

Clearly, from the definition of wm and relationship
From equation (A-4), we further see that

(A-1 0)

Therefore,
+<X>

F(w)

=

L

(7T/wm)

f(ntit)exp(-jn~tw) Clwl<wm);

n=-no
for the finite-length trace section defined in the interval O~t<T,
we approximate the transform to be

N-1

F(w)

=

(7T/wm) /. f(n~t)exp(-jn~tw) Clwl<wm),

(A-ll)

n=O
~-.rhere N::T/~t.

Thus, we have derived the very useful result that the

Fourier transform of a continuous, frequency-band-limited· time function
can be determined from discrete samples of the function, when the
Fourier transform is considered to be a single cycle of a periodic
frequency function.

TI1is observation is intrinsically related to

the development of the sampling theorem.

If the time function is

erroneously assumed to be band limited, then harmonics outside the
band will simply he aliased, i.e., they will be added to lower frequencies within the band.
Likewise, consider the special fourier series expansion of a seismic trace section of length T:
+co

f(t)

=

L ancxp(jnw 0t)

n=-co

(O<t<T),

(A-12)
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where

T
an = (1/T)Jf(t)exp(-jnw 0 t)dt,
0

and wo=21T/T.

From equation (A-2), it is further seen that

an= (l/T)F(nw 0 ).

(A-13)

Therefore,

+oo

L

f(t) = (1/T)

F(nwo)exp(jnw 0 t) (O<t<T);

n=-oo

if F(w) is equal to zero for lwl~wm, then

N/2-1

L

f(t) = (1/T)

F(nw 0 )exp(jnw 0 t) (O<t<T).

(A-14)

n=-N/2
Therefore, equations (A-ll) and (A-14) form a special Fourier-transform
pair for a frequency-band-! imi ted, finite-length time function.

Im1?ulsive trace section

Now, consider the continuous, periodic, impulsive representation
of the sampled time function of length T:
+oo

L

f' (t) -

f(nllt) o(t-nllt),

(A-15)

n=-oo

with period T.

The Fourier transform is given by equation (A-3), and,

from relationship (A-1) for an,
N-1

an= (1/T)

L f(mllt)exp(-jnwomllt),

m=O
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\vherc N:=T/bt.

Substituting this result into equation (A-3).
+co

N-1

n=-co

rn=O

L c(w-nwo) L f(mt.t)exp(-jnwor:lllt).

F' (w) - woF"(w) = wo

(A-16)

TI1us, F'(w) has period (2n/llt), and the limits of the index n for the
first summation range from 0 to (N-1) for the first single cycle.

It

can be represented by a Fourier series
+oo

F'(w) =

L Anexp(-jnlltw),
n=-co

with
2n/ll.t

J

An= (ll.t/2n)

F'(w)exp(jnlltw)dw.

0

Substituting expression (A-16) for F'(w) in An,
N-1

An = (liN)

L F"(mw 0 )exp(jmw 0 nll.t).

m=O
Similarly to equation (A-3), it can be shown that
+co

L

f(t) =

An6(t-nll.t).

(A-17)

n=-co
Thence, substituting An from above, we obtain the time representation
of F' (w),
+C.O

f'(t)

= (1/N)

L

o(t-n .~t)

n=-co -

N-1

L F"(mwa)exp(jmtllonllt).

m=O

(A-18)
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We are, of c ourse, on 1Y concerned with the single cycle for which the
index n of the first summation ranges from 0 to (N· -1).

E·quations (A-16)

and (A-18) form an impulsive Fourier-transform pair.
To apply these results to an impulsive seismic trace section, we
sin;ply let any single cycle of f' (t) in representation (A-15) be the
impulsive trace section.

The frequency-domain representation is simply

one cycle of F"(w).
Discussion
There are absolutely no assumptions about the frequency content
of f'(t) in representation (A-16) of the Fourier transform.

But, f'(t)

does not adequately represent the continuous time function f(t), which
is a section of the seismic trace, from a s·a mpling-theory standpoint
unless f(t) is, in fact, band limited.
Thus, one can declare that the impulsive function f'(t) is the
only function of interest and proceed to determine a single cycle of
the exact Fourier transform F' (w), or he can concern himself with
discrete samples which arc only hopefully adequate to represent

t~e

original analog seismic trace and proceed to calculate a dubious
Fourier transform F(w), equation (A-ll).

The results are the same in

both cases since F(nw 0 ) and a single cycle of F' (nw 0 ) differ only by
a

co~stant

term; the decision is strictly academic.

At this juncture, we make the decision to be disconccrned with
the accuracy \vi th \vhich the impulsive function represents the original
seismic trace from a s<lmpling-theory standpoint.

We will even take a

step further in stating that the impulsive function is, for all practical purposes, th..<:_ se_i_smic_ r~cord; furthermore, if a nonimpulsive,
continuous display of the original analog seismic record is desired,
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it can adcqua te ly be constructed by conventional techniques for placing
an envelope on the impulsive function.

This is not meant to imply that

the rigors of the sampling theory should be neglected; on the contrary,
the recording and quantizing of the entire seismic trace should be
dictated by the theory.
All analytical developments in the text will apply to impulsive
functions (i.e., series of impulse amplitudes).

TI1e operation of

evaluating the second summation in equation (A-16) fo"!"' the range of
values n=O,l,•••,N-1 will be referrl:!d to as a "Fou;rier transformation";
and the operation of evaluating the second summation of equation (A-18)
for the range of values n==O ,1, • • • ,N -1 \vi 11 be referred to as an "inverse
Fourier transformation."
The entire discussion in this section has been with regard to a
time dcr.-1ain and the associated transform or frequency domain. The
discussion could have been just as well written with regard to a single
space-coordinate domain and its associated transform or wavenumber
dor:1ain. And, indeed, from the analogy one can formulate relationships
«nd rules for a two-dimensional time-space domain and its associated
transform or frequency-wavenumber domain.
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APPENDIX B
APPLICATIONS OF TilE FFT
A number of operations conventionally performed in the tirr.e
domain can now be performed more economically in the frequency

Jomai~.

This is a result of the lately publicized algorithm for computing finite discrete Fourier transforms (Cooley and Tukey, 1965), and the
subsequent adaptation of the technique to the digital computer.
Historical notes on and applications of the "fast Fourier transform
(FFT)" algorithm have been recently published by Cooley, Le\·Jis and
Welch (1967a, 1967b); a didactic report on the FFT has been presented
by Cochran

et al (1967).

It is a simple matter to perforrn exponential summations (A-16)
for the determination of a single cycle of the F" (nw 0 ) values.

The

FFT algorithm specifically concerns such a set of summations.

It ef-

fects a reduction in the number of multiplications and exponentiations
by the approximate factor (k2k+ 1/2 2 k), .,.,-here the total number of data
samples N is an integral power of two,

1.

.e . '

N=2k.

TI1is tre!T'en(1ous

time saving is accomplished by a clever computational technique \•hich
eliminates hidden redundancies in the

In addition, round-

sununations.

off error associated with the Fourier transform is essentially reduced
by the same factor as is the total number of mathematical operations.
A computer program which computes Fourier transforms can also
be used to calculate inverse Fourier transforms.

Comparing equations

(A-16) and (A-18), it is clear that the single difference in the exponential summation is simply the sign of the exponent.

To alleviate

this difference, simply take the complex conjugate of the inverse
Fourier transform f' (t), equation (A-18),
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N-1

+oo

= 1/N

L

L F''*(mtAJo)exp(-jrnwonL\t).

o(t-nlit)

n=-oo

(B-1)

m= 0

Note that the exponent is now negative as it is in equation (A-16) for
~lext ,

the Fourier transform.

1

t a l ~e tl1e comp 1 ex conJugate
·
of equation

(B-1) to obtain the desired form of the inverse Fourier transform

N-1

+oo

L

f'(t) = 1/N

'

o(t-nlit)[

n=- 00

L F"*(mwo)exp(-jr:JwontH)]*.

(B-2)

m=o

Thus, the inverse Fourier transform f' (t) is determined by calculating
the Fourier transform of the conjugate transform F"* (w), taking its
con:plex conjugate, and multiplying by 1/N.
The input to the FPT is a formal series with real and imaginary
parts in tNo separate arrays.

Since the input time series for a seis-

mic record has only a real part, a series of zeros would ordinarily be
inserted for the imaginary part.

This is a Nasteful procedure.

Two

techniques for the special handling of real data have been devised:
first, a double-trace technique, and secondly, a single-trace teclmiquc.

Double-trace technique
1\'e form the function with discrete values

(m -0
,

1 , 2 J ••• , N-1) J

where f 1 and f 2 are two real time ftmctions, .alld

~-ubstitute

Fourier transform relationship (A-16); it is seen that

(B-3)

it in the
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and

(B-4)

In the present notation, expressions (A-6) are

Re{F(mwo)} = Re{F[(N-m)w 0 ]},

and

Im{F(mw 0 )} = -Im{F[(N-m)£~ 0 ]}

for both F 1 and F 2.

(£-5)

Utilizing these relation ships, we can easily

unscramble equations (B-4) for the Fourier transforms of the two real
time functions.

The results are

F1(mwo) = Re{Z(mw 0 )+Z[(N-m)w 0 ]}/2
+jlm{Z(mwo)-Z[(N-m)wo]}/2,

and

Fz(mwo) = Im{Z(mw 0)+Z[(N-m)w 0 ]}/2
-jRe{Z(mwo)-Z[(N-m)wo]}/2.

(B-6)

l','e need only unscramble over the index range m=O, 1, · · • ,N/2 because of
symmetry properties (A-6).
111Us, the FFT can be applied simultaneously to t\,'O seismic r e cords,
and the individual frequency responses can be obtained from the resulting fourier transform by operations (B-6).

l11e inverse Fcurier trans-

forms are simt:l taneously determined by forming the complex function
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with discrete values Z(mw 0 ) according to formula (B-4), and computing
its inverse by formula (B-2); the resulting complex time function with
discrete values z(m~t) contains the two seismic records as its real
and imaginary parts, respectively.
Single-trace technique
The single-trace technique is a logical offspring of the previous technique.

z'(m~t)

We form the function with discrete values

=

f(2m~t)+jf[(2m+l)~t]

(m=0,1,2•••,N/2-l).

(B-7)

TI1is function is one half the length of the function f(t) to be transformed, having a real component which consists of the even-indexed
discrete values of f(t) and an imaginary component which consists of
the odd-ir.dcxed discrete values of f(t).

The FFT is then applied to

z' (t), and the results are unscrambled by relationships (B-6).
The two resulting transforms with discrete values F1(1PJJJ~) and
Fz (rnw 0) represent tlvo time functions which can be phase shifted and
added together to construct a function with discrete values

g(n~t')

n=O 1 2 • • • N-1 \vhich are identical to f(n~t), except that the sampling
J

'

,

,

interval ~t' is one half that of f(t), vis. ~t.

TI1at is, we shift

f 2 (t) an amotmt ~t/2, add it to f 1 (t), and obtain f(2t).
Now, the discrete shifted function f 2 (t-~t/2) has a Fourier
transform with discrete values
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equation (2-36) of Papoulis (1962).

We

compute this modified trans-

form, add it to F1 (mru 0) and the resultant transform F(w) is simply
N-1

L F(rnw~)c(w-mw~)

m=o

N-1

L f(n~t)o(t-n~t/2),

+4

(B-8)

n=o

where

I

wo

= 2Tr/(Nllt/2).

Note that the period of the resultant transform is no\~ N digital values;
we need only compute the modified transform discrete values over the
range m=O,l,···,N/2 because of symmetry properties (A-6).

The solu-

tion is scaled up to the original problem by simply modifying transform pair (13-8), resulting in the desired solution:
N-1

L f(nllt) o(t-nllt)

n=o
where

wo

N-1

+~

L F(mw 0)c(w-mw 0 ),

m=o

(B-9)

= 2Tr/(NL'.t).

Clearly, this procedure cannot be reversed to calculate an inverse
Fourier transform, as is the case for the double-trace technique.
Discussion
The number of operations involved in these two techniques for
real data is exac_tly the same on a single-trnnsform basis if an entire
cycle of the frequency harmonics is calculated straightfon;ardly.
That is, for the two-transform technique, a single transform requires
around k2k+l/2=k2k operations, and the single-transform technique

so
requires around (k-l)z(k-l)+l+2k=k2k operations.

lloKevcr, due to

syr.unctry in the frequency domain. only half of the harmonics of
relationship (B-9) need be calculated, reducing the second term of
the latter number of operations to 2k;2.
saving

Therefore, a s mall time

is realized by using the single-trace technique.
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APPENDIX C
VELOCI1Y RELATIOi'JSIIIPS FOR A SEIS~liC ARRAY

In this section we will be concerned with the paths traversed
by particular single points on a diffusing elastic wavefront as it
progresses into the subsurface from a point source on or near the
surface.

These are the \vell-known seismic raypaths and they are every-

where perpendicular to the wavefronts in isotropic media.

Neglecting

interface vmves, from each raypath which enters a plane or zone of
accoustical inpedance change will emerge two rays, a "reflected" ray
and a "refracted" ray.

Our objective is to study contiguous raypaths

\vhich encounter only a sin g le reflection, in order to ascertain when
they arrive back at some particular surface point.
The subsurface model for this study \vill consist of adjacent
horizontal layers of homogeneous, isotropic materials with thickness
Zi, with abrupt changes in accoustical impedances occuring at their
interfaces.

The model can be made as accurate as is desired by simply

shr.i n king the thicknesses Zi.

We are specifically concerned with rays

\vh i ch emerge along a str a i ght line of geophones on the surface, colinear with the point source of energy or "shotpoint."

Tims, the ray-

p a ths of concern all lie in a single plane which is nor mal to the
inte rfaces a nd coincident with the ge ophone line, r e ducing the problem
to a two-dimensional one.

Firrure
C-1 shows such a raypath which
b

emana tes from the shotpoint at angle

e1

and is sin g ly r e flected at
f:

the bottom of the nth l ay er be fo r e r e turnin g to the sur J ace.

Tl

. th

1c 1

raypath segment will have an associated velocity Vi equal to the longitudinal-wave propagation velocity in the ith layer.
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Fig. C-1.

Typical raypath.

A subcritical angle of incidence of a ray at an interface is
related to the angle of traversal through the subsequent layer by
Snell's la\v.

By successive application of the lmv, it is easily seen

that the angle of traversal in the ith layer satisfies the relationship

(C-1)

Referring to Figure C-1, the arrival time T and arrival location x
of the raypath 1vhich entered the earth at angle

e1

and was singly re-

fleeted at the bottom of the nth layer are
n

T(n,e 1 ,e 2 ,···,en)

=2 I

i=l

zi/Vicosei
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and

x(n,e1,e 2,··· ,en)

=2

n

L zitanoi.

i=l
Now, equation (C-1) can be introduced in the proper manner for the
trigonOJr.etric functions of 81·, and tl1e onl y 1n
· depen dent parameters
remaining for a given subsurface mode 1 are n and e 1 ; i.e. ,
n

T(n,el)

= 2Vl L Zi/CViDJ

(C-2)

i=l

n

and

x(n,el)

= 2 L ziVisine 1;o,

(C-3)

i=l

\':here

In order to uniquely relate the arrival times T to the geophone
locations x, the Taylor series expansion is invoked:

T(n,x) ::: T(n,O)

+

xT'(n,O)/x'(n,O)

+

(x 2/2)T"(n,O)/[x'(n,0)]2

+ (x3/6)T"'(n,O)/[x'(n,0)] 3 +••·+ etc.,

(C-4)

\vhere the "prime" notations indicate the 81 partial derivatives.
Clearly the result must be synunetric about the shotpoint, so that
the terms containing x to an odd power can be disregarded.

The

series has been resolved up to the fourth-order term, and the results
et.rc most advantageously expressed in the follodng manner:
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m

-(V1/ V )

where

T0

and

--

2

~

](x/Tol'VL)

'+

+···+

etc.},

(C-5)

T(n,O)

vm(To)

_ (2/To)

n(To) m
L Vi6ti.
i=l

To is simply the zero-offset (recorded at or near the shotpoint) arrival time of any event which one wishes to analyse, and it no longer
needs to be related in any manner to the origin (n) of the event.
Indeed, To has taken on the role of an independent parameter, and n
is now represented as being dependent on it.

The important thing

is that the mean velocities defined above must be known as essentially continuous functions of the subsurface traversed by the singly
reflected rays arriving at the zero-offset position at times To.
TI1e

convergence of the above series can be established.

Con-

sidcr the idea that

To~~

T 0V

=

n(T 0 )
2
Vii\Ti
i=l

2

n (To)

=2 L

Zi - 2z(T 0 );

i=l

then the expansion parameter satisfies the relationship

(x/T 01V2)

<f

(x/T 0V) or [x/2z(To)].

(C-6)
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Now, average geophone offset distances are normally somewhat proportional to the magnitude of the mean velocity V, in order that there
be sufficient normal moveout for a good stack; in the present context,
the normal rnoveout is the quantity consisting of all terms in expansion (C-5) other than the first term.

!~wever,

there are bounds on

the offset distances beyond which undesirable refracted energy will
interfere with primary energy of interest, due to critical refraction
at

regions of appreciable increase in accoustical impedance.

In con-

sideration of these arguments, actual seismic data always satisfy the
relationship

(x/ToV) << 1

at times To large enough for reflected events to exist or large
enough to be of interest.

The coefficient of the fourth-order term

in expansion (C-5) will always be on the order of (1/4); then, for
all practical purposes, the expansion is of the form

T(a,To) "'T 0 {1+

r:i/2 + a. 4 /4 +···+etc.}

(a«l).

In subsequent developments, terms beyond the second order will be
neglected.
It is interesting to note that by squaring expansion (C-5) and
retaining only terms of second order or less, we obtain the familiar
result
(C-7)
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·nlis is precisely the classical solution \vhich is obtained by ignoring
diffraction, with the exception that equation (C-7) involves the mean~quared
~~

velocity whereas the classical solution involves tlte squared-

velocity.
Relationship (C-7) represents the hyperbolic loci of events

which intercept the zero-offset seismic trace at times To and extend
across the entire set of traces recorded at geophones with successively
increasing offset distances.
on

these

traces

TI1e normal moveout

(N~~)

corrections

are accomplished by taking all recorded values

which lie on hyperbolae (C-7) and displacing these values in such a
manner that they lie on straight lines at times T 0 , starting at time
T 0;:0 and progressing continuously up to the maximum time of interest.
The proc0dure is currently performed on a digital computer; it Nas,
until recently, performed by programming the positions of the reader
heads on a seismic playback device in such a manner that signals on
the hyperbolae were simultaneously read and immediately recorded by
coline~r

recorder heads.

As can be seen from relationship (C-7), the mean-squared velocity of the subsurface must be accurately known as a function of T0
in order to achieve a good N:-.!0 correction.

This is virtually never

the case, although there is rarely ever a case where at least a
crude velocity function docs not exist.

The procedure of HRVA is

to first apply the NHO correction utilizing the available velocity
function, in order that events on all seismic traces Nil! be shifted
into the general proximity of th eir associated T0 times; then IIRVA
is performed.

l',re therefore are concerned with the residua 1 normal

moveout TR after an erroneous N~:o correction; from expansion (C-5),
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(C-8)

where ~0 (To) is the mean squared velocity function used in the N~10
corrections.
The ray arrivals are measured at equally-spaced, discrete, colinear positions Xi, i.e.,at the geophone positions, along the surface.
There is a single seisi;-tic trace recorded at each position.

The trace-

to-trace difference in normal moveout is termed "stepout," in the
present case being more specifically a "residual stepout."
i th anJ. j th traces

For the

the residual stepout L',Tij is, from equation (C-8),

(j -i=l),

where

x·.
1J

and

(C-9)

the average offset distance,

the gcophone spacing.

1\c note that for a given event at time To, the stepout increases
linearly with the offset distance.

An expression similar to equation

(C-9) has been presented in Appendix A of Schneider and Backus (1968).
Upon disregarJ.ing the NHO velocity slope term in their relationship,
equation (C-9) is ohtained; this is perfectly justifiable.
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HRVA provides a means for constructing the rms velocity function

/ifi(To) b)' virtue of relat1" onsh1" p (C-n).
~
require associated interval velocities.

F·ormat1ona
·
1 Interpretations
·

The average velocity y(n)

for the interval extending from T0 (n) to T0 (n+ 1 ), i.e., from depth
n-1

L {V(i) (To(i+ 1 )-To(i)]l

n

to depth

i=l

r o.

is in first approximation

i= 1

easily shown to be given by

This relationship can be programmed for a digital computer in such
a manner that a display of interval velocity for formations of equal
thickness can be obtained as a function of depth.

In addition, the

rel ationship has the desirable property that errors made on earlier
and later formations have no effect on the nth interval ve locity,
for an error at an earlier time will additively contribute an equal
ammmt to the two

v2

terms in equation (C-1 0) and errors at later

times contribute nothing to e ither of them.
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APPEt\DIX D
NORi,!ALI ZATION CRITERION

For pro~erly normalized, common-depth-point seismic traces
or traces recorded in close proximity to one another (as is the case
with the data processed in this report) the content of a particular
single gate of the ith seismic trace,after statics and NMO corrections,
can be decomposed in the following manner:

Si(t)

where

= p(t)+c(t-Ti)+ni(t),

p(t)

= primary-reflection (signal) component,

c(t)

= coherent-noise component,

n(t)

= random-noise component,

Ti

= coherent-noise

(D-1)

time lag.

The assumptions are made that the signal is identical and coincident on
all of the traces

and the coherent noise is identical and time

shifted from trace to trace.

Equation (D-1) can be easily extended

to include more than one clnss of coherent noise if the gate length
is sufficiently long, but the validity of the normalization scheme
is unaltered.

Argurr.cnts for this particular model can be read in

Schneider and Backus (1968) or Robinson (1968).
Among the several criteria for effecting a normalization, one
which is simple and has proved to he quite satisfactory simply requires that the sum of the squared digital values of corresponding
gates in a COP-and-statically corrected seismic array be equal for
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each gate.

From ~quation (D-1), it is seen that the criterion con-

cerns quanti ties of the form

Isi(m~t) = L{p(m~t)+c(m~t+Ti)+ni(m~t)}2

m

m

= L{p 2 (m~t)+c 2 (mot+Ti)+nf(m6t)+cross products}
m

~ Ir 2 (mot)+Ic 2 (m~t+Ti)+Inf(m~t).
rn

m

(D- 2)

m

We justify disregarding the cross -product sums by the following
argument.

Each of the functions p (t), c (t), and n (t) will gener-

ally have zero

mea.'l

value over a sufficiently-long gate; the only

rr.e:1sure which con be applied to,,•ards the assurance of this is to adjust the D.C. level or average value of each gate to zero.

Now,

since the three compon ents of the seismic gate are independent of
one another, they should be uncorrclated nnd the cross-product sums
(i.e., zero-shift correlation values) \vill be essentially zero.

1hat the remaining three sums of relntionship (D-2) arc respectively equal for a particular gate on all of the traces in a
seismic array can he evidenced, in view of the seisrr.ic model (D-1).
TI1e first term obviously sa.tis fies this.

TI1c

second ten:-: shculJ di f-

fer only by some trivial amount, due to the differences in the cohercnt noise at the ends of the nates resultino0 from the differences in
b

the time lags Ti·

111e third term,representing the random noise encrr,y,

will be assumed to be essentinlly constant for each ga te because each
geophonc is subjected to similar conditions with regard to
noise sources.

r~ndom
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TI1us, it has been shown with sorr.e degree of conj ccture that a
corrected and normalized array of seismic data, as modeled by relationship (D-1). should have an equal amount of cnerp..y in the corresponding gate of each individual trace.

llRVA starts with t\~;o and

statically corrected data, and any deviation from the above condition for any particular gate is attributed to improper norr:1al i wtion.
Normalization is then effected by scaling (linearly amplifying) the
particular gate on each trace so that the condition is satisfied.
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APPENDIX E
CO~lPUTER

PROGRAMS

Included in this section are FORTRA~~1N IV computer 1"1st1ngs
·
of
the l!RVA main program, and subroutines VELNAL and S~'i001ll.

Subroutine

VELNAL nonnal izes and computes the subsurface rms velocity energy
spectrum for a single 2 ·-D seismic gate.

Subroutine S~100TII performs

the fi 1 tcring and sharpening on the velocity energy spectra.
The IJRVA main program performs the tasks of reading the seismic data from magnetic tape, gating the data and storing it on a
disk recorder, and calculating a stepout table for each gate.

It

is also responsible for calling subroutines which calculate the N~IO
veloci tics for each gate, statically correct the data, and display
the rcsu Its on a digital plotter in the format of, e. g., Figure 20,
in addition to controlling VELNAL and SMOOTH.
Several subroutines are called by the IIRVA main program and
subroutines VELNAL and

s~,:oo·m

which are not 1 is ted in this report.

These subroutines fall into at least one of three categories:
1)

they would require extensive modification to he used on a com-

puter system other than the Cities Service Oil Company Exploration
and Production Research Laboratory I.B.M. 360-40 digital computer
system, 2) they arc standard programs which can easily be found published in technical literature, or 3)

they are designed for proces-

sing ,J3ta which is formatted or presented in a unique manner ,,·hich
would likely vary under different circumstances.

In order of their

appearance in the computer listings, the subroutines arc PLOTS, Vm!O,
NUl,!BER, PLOT, LINE, BOB, TRASII, READ, and t-!RlOFT.

The function of
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each subroutine is usually identified by a "comment" stateJ:Jcnt in
the computer listing.

It should be noted that MRlDFT calculates

the mixed-radix, 1-D FFT.

In addition to a seismic data tape, a

maximum of six data cards are required for the complete specification
of one IIRVA analysis.

TI1e contents and formats of these cards are

explained, or are self explanatory, on the first page and at the
top of the second page of the IIRVA main-program listing.
In its present form, the program will work on a computer with
64K bites of total machine memory, one tape-drive tmit, and one disks tor age unit.

The program will process up to 150 gates in an array

of up to 16 seismic traces, \d th a maximum gate dimension in the
time direction of 64 data samples.
for each velocity spectrum.

TI1irty-two values are displayed

C
C

JOHN C. RORINSnN
HRVA- H I GH R F S n L1 iT I 0 N \1 E L0 C I T Y A!\I AL YS I S •
11 I ME ~! S I 0 t--.1 X ( 1 6 , 6 '• ) , Y ( l 6 , 3 ~ ) , L 0 Df ( l 6 ) , P ( l 2 7 8 ) , S ( 3 4 i , I C ( 4 2 6 )

1 , DnT ( 3 2 ) , \/1 ( 15 2 l , (J ( 64 l , RUF ( 2 5 ) , YPL ( 15 2 l , G( 6) , VO ( 6 l
INTEGFR SlJN,SO t'l i 16}
11EFINF FILE 0(2432,32fU,ID)
C ~ Ll. P Ln T S ( Rll F ( 1 ) , 1 0 0 )

I\INVL='5
# OF VELOCITY INVESTIGATIONS PER GATE.

C

f\IV L =? ~:::::i\1 NV L

C

RFAD PLOT SCALE.
REAI1(1,?34lSCL
234 FI1RMAT(Fl0.5l
1,.1 R IT F ( 3, ? 34 l SC L
C:
RFA[) TIME SAMPLE INTERVAL, GFOPHONE SPACING, AVG. OFFSET DI STA NCE,
C:
1# OF RFCORnS PFR TRACE, LENGTH OF A RECORn, EXP ONENT OF 2 FOR TI ME
C
2- GAT F ANn S P A C F- GAT F LENG TH S , L0 \tJ ES T VE L0 C I TY TO R F I NVF S TI GA TE[) ,
C
3VELOCITY INCRFMFNT, TAPE CONTROL Cn[)E, nATA SHAR PENING EXPhNENT,
C
4LOW-PASS FILT ER LIMIT AS FRACTION OF TOTAL HAR MO NICS.
27 REAn(l,9lSI,nFLX,XAAR,N RPT,LR,NLA, NLR,VZR,VII\IC,JCNT,NXPF,XLPS
9 FORMAT(F5.3,?F5.0,4!5,~F10.l,?I5,F5.2l
WRITF!3,9lSl,[)ELX,XBAR,NRPT,LR,NLA,NLB,VZR,VlNC,JCNT,NXPF,XLPS
L A= 2 ~' ::: 1\1 L A

LA2=LA/?

=

L A 2 ::n:: f\1 L A

RFAn RFCORO H'S IN OR[)ER OF INCREASING OFFSET DISTANCE.
REAn(l,ll(LnnF(I) ,I=1,LR)

C

1 F 0 Rl--1 AT ( 1 n I ? )
2A

C

C

WRITF(3,2Hl(LOI)f(!),!=l,LR)
FOR ·'-1AT(lnl4)
RFAD STATIC:s.
REA f) ( l , l ) ( Sn ~~ ( I ) , I =1 , LR )
WRITF(3,~A)(S0M( Il,I=1,LHI
RFAO NMO VFLOCITIES SLOPES.

R F A n ( 1 , 4 0 4 l f\i , ( G ( I l , I = 1 , N )

404 FORMAT!I1,6F'1.0)
f\111 = 1\1

WRITF(3,409)( G(I),I=l,N11)

ID
~

409 FGRMAT(RF?.O)
REAn NMO VFLn CITIFS ZE RO -TIME I NTF RCFPTS.
C

'+

=

R F A I) ( 1 , 0 4 ) i\1 , ( V 0 I I ) , I l , N )
\tl R I T F ( 3 , 4 () 9 ) ( Vn ( I ) , I 1 , f\11 1 )

=

LT = N RP T::: L R
t\1 R f. C = L T I L A2
LIMIT~!) TO 150
IF( N RFC-1~2)336,336,335

C

#

335

OF GATFS

.

NREC=l~2

=
=

3 3 6 N REC 1\1 RF C- 1
iV\ R E C !\I R F C - 1.

C

CALCIJLATt 1\IMO VELOCITIES.
333 CALL VNMO(Vl, MR EC,LA,SI,P,YPL,G,VO,N11)
V f\1K = 1 0 • 0 :;: V I 1\1 C: I 1 • '5
P X = V l R - \1 t\1 K

PXX=-1.6*SCL-0.2
PYY=O.O
XHT=O. "iQ:::SCL
nn ?no I=l,A
P X=PX+VI\IK
C
PLOT VFLnCITY SCALE.
CALL 1\ll IMR F R ( P XX , PYY, XH T , P X , 0 • 0 , 0 )
200 PYY=PYY+?.O*SCL
CALL PLnT(O.o,o.0,3)
TINC=LAI"iO.o ::<SCL
DO RO I=l,MRFC
P(J)=IVliil-VZR>*0.31VINC*SCL
IF(P( I) )Rl,RO,A()
Rl P(ll=O.O
RO YPL( I )=J:niNC
YPL(MRFC+1l=O.O
YPL(MRF-(+?)=1.0
P(MRFC:+l)=O.O
P(MRFC+?l=l.O
c
PL1lT NMO CIJRV E.
CALL LINF(YPL, P,MREC,1,0,3)
PYY=-0.?
I PX=L T:~s I

ID

V1

PX=IPX
PXX=PX~no

.o:::SCL

LM=PX~::t;.O

nn ? o 1 I= 1 , u"'
PLOT TIMF SCALF.
CALL I\!111'-1RFR(PXX,PYY,XHT ,PX,-90.0,1)
PX=PX-0.?
?01 PXX=PXX-?.O*SCL
CALL PLOT(O.o,o.0,3l
no 6 Jl=l,?4
no 3 I=l ,LR
lF(LOnF( I )-Jl )3,'>,3
5 CALL ROR(NRPT,LR,P,LT,ICl
SllN=SnM(I)
C
MAKF STATIC CnRRFCTIONS.
CALL TRASH(LT,P,SlJN)
I n=(I' I RF C: ) ~:: ( I - 1 ) + 1
C
STnRF SFISMIC RFCnRnS ON niSK.
[) 0 l~ n K= l , I'I R F C

C

_I')= K >:q_ A?.

J4=.J'>-LA?+l
4 0 \•I R I T F ( q I I I) ) ( p ( J ) ' J

Gn TO A
C

=J 4 ' J 5 )

3 CflNTTi\IIIF
FAST RFAf) III'I!JSEO RF.CORDS.
00 2 I 4 = l , NR P T
? CALL RFAn( II.)
6 I. n t\l T TNl I F
8 1\ll=Ll\?+l
XNCR=LA*SI*~.O*SCL

XMPL=XI'tCR>::} .')
S (NV!_+?)= l

.n

YPL ( N\/1 .+1) =0 .0
YP L ( 1'1 VI + ? l = 1 • 0
nn 1nn I=l,NVL
100 YPL( I)=( I-1 )':'0.3>::SCL
f) n 1. 'i J '3 = l , 1\l R E C
IF(Vl(J31-VZRI~~,24,24

\C
C'l

C
24

16

22
25

26

C
7

C

C

RFAO nATA GATES FROM DISK.
DO lA I=l,LR
ID=J3+(I-ll*NRFC
RFAnf9 1 In}(X(I,IlJ,Il=l,LA2}
RFAD(9 1 InJ(X(I,Il},Il=Nl,LAJ
C:ONT I I'\IUF
no ::>? .J=?, LR
nn 2'? I=l,LA
IF(X(J,IJ )26,22,26
CONTII\ilJF:
\/l(J1)=0.0
GO Tn 1'5
R=XRCIR:::f1FLX
T Z Rn = .J ":I ::: L A? :;: S I
V1 S I = l • 0 I ( V 1 ( ,J 3 l :;: \/1 ( ,J 3 l J
CliLClJLATF STFPO!JT TARLE FOR EACH GATE.
nn 7 ,J=J.,NVL
K=J-1
nnT ( ,J l = ( R IT 7. Rn l :;: ( 1 • 0 I ( ( VZ R+ !<. ::: VIf'.!C )':: ( VZ R+ K>:: VI NC )
CALL \IFLOCITY Ai\lliLYSit\!G SIJRROUTINF.
CALL \! F L f\1 A L ( X , Y, S , n nT , i\1 L A , f\ 1 LR , ? , Cl , X LP S J
SMOOTH ANn FILTFR VFLOCITY ANALYSIS RESULTS.
CALL SMOOTH(S,P,O,NVL,NNVL,J3,MRFC,SMXP,NXPF)

J-

V1 S I J IS I

V 1 ( ,J 1 ) = S ~~ X P

SMI\I=S ( 1)
St<~X=S ( l l
nn 1_()1 I='?,NVL
IF(S! Il-SMX)l07,107,102
102 SMX=S(J)
107 IF(S( Tl-SMN)lOR,lOl,lOl
J OR Si'-11\i=S (I l
101 Cfii\ITTf\lliF
SMX=XMPLI(SMX-SMN)

nn 10-;, f=l,I'"VL
(

1 0 3 S ( I ) = ( S ! T ) - S M :\1 ) ::: S l-1 X
S ( 1\1 VI_ + 1 ) =- J 3 :;: X r-,t C R +X ~i ;:> L
PLn T \1 F LnC: f TY AI\' fl LYS I S

RES!I LTS •
(ALL LINF(S,YPL,NVL,l,0,3J

1.:>

""-'

1 5 C0 N T I "'' J ~

109
30
105
104
106
C
C

YPL(MRFC+l)=O.O
YPL ( MRtC+2) =1 .0
V1(MRFC+ll=-9.6*SCL
V1(MRFC+2l=1.0
SMX=O.O
SMN=1.0F50
fHl 104 I=1,MRFC
IF(Vlfll-SMN)l09,30,30
SMN=\/l(l)
IF(Vl(ll-SMX)l04,104,105
SMX=Vl (I)
YPL(I)=I*XNCR
SMX=l.5*SCL/ISMX-SMN)
nn lOA I=l ,"IRFC
Vl (I)=(\/]_ (I )-S MN)>::SMX
PLOT MAX. fNFRGY IN FACH GATE.
CALL LINF(YPL,Vl,MREC,l,0,3)
XPS=l4.0>::SCL
PnS I T Tnt- 1 PI. nTT F. R F nR NE XT AN ALYS I S •
CALL PLnTrn.O,XPS,-3)
~JRITF(~,'il)

5 1 F n Rr-1 AT I l H l )

71 IS7=t--IRPT+l
DO 6g 1=1, IS7
6g CI\LL RFAn(IC)
lf(JCNT)70,70,334
3 3 4 I F ( ,J Ct--t T- 7 ) 2 7 , 3 3 3 , 2 7
70 PAIJSF
GO TO 27

EN f)

~

00

VFLOCITY ANALYSIS SURROUTINE.
S l J RROt IT I r-.1 E VF L NAL ( X, Y, S , f) i"H, f\!, N1 , P, 0, XL P S )
OIMENSION X(J6,1),Y(16,1),0(1),
P(1),
S(1),DDT(1)
L P, ~
1\fl
LA=z::::::i\1

C

= ::::

LA1=XLPS>::LA

C ALCt I L AT t

C

F RE Q ll EN CY RF S P 0 r-.1 S E 0 F E AC H S E I S MI C TR AC E •

no 2 K=l,LR
nn 1 I=1,LA
P(I)=X(K,Il
1 0(1)=0.0
CALL MR1nFT(N,P,O)
f10 2 I=1 ,LAl

X(K,I)=Pfl)

C

2 Y(K, I)=-(.)( I)
NORMALIZE FACH SEISMIC TRACE ON TOTAL ENERGY.
SS=1.0F-50
110 3 l I = 1 , L R
S(I)=l.OF-50
no 3?. J=?.,LA1

32 S ( I ) =S ( I ) +X ( I , J ) >::X ( I , J ) + Y( I, J ) *Y ( I , J )
31 SS=SS+S (I)

SS=SQRT(SS)*1.0E-4
no 34 I =1 , LR
SFAC=SS/SPRT(S( l))
no 34 ,J = 2 , 1. A 1
X ( I , ,J ) =X ( I , ,I ) :::SF AC

c

34 Y(l,,J)=Y(J,J):::sFAC
C A L Ct J L AT f

It! A V EN U MA E R

DO 4 K=2,LA1
no 5

RE S P0 N S E 0 F E AC H HARMnN I C •

I= l , L R

P(I)=X(l,K)
5 O(l)=Y(J,K)

CALL MR]nFT(N1,P,O)
no 4 I=l.LR
X(l,K)=P(ll
4

Y(

I,K

)=-(.)(I>

no 6 I= 1, LA

~

,_
--

".2

~..,

r..r:

~

~

\0

nn 6 K=:?,LAl
6 XC I,Kl=X( f,K)::.: xc I,KI+Y( f,K):>:Y( I,K)
XLALR=L~/FlnATCLRI
LR~=LR+/

nrJ 1'1 Tl=l,1?
SCill=O.O
(.

C
C

C

l·l f~Vf i\IW<I RI= R

HllK M~J ~! IC

STF:P GUT PI= K. F RH.)lJt f\iCY HAR :<1n t\' l C Fn R M0i\)n -

1 If F LnC: I T Y I_ I 1\.J F S •
fl1=t-.RS(IInTc IJ l /XLfiLRl
A3 1'-lliST RF LFSS THAN 1.

1F{A1-J .nl"1,S4,'i4
S4 s cI l l =n. n
GO TO J')
53 I4=0
PFRFORM F-K ARRAY ANALYSIS ALONG MO NOVEL OCITY LI NF.
nn 3 I?=2,LA1
R3=1I?-ll*A3-14+1
I5=RJ,
13=15+1
I3R=11+l
15L=IS-l
Fl=RJ,-l'l
F2=11-R1
I6=LR?-I3
l6L=Ih-l
lR=LR?-I'l
IRR=IA+1
IF(l'l-1)18,22,30
30 IF( 1'1-2)?.3,23,19
19 IF(l3-LR)l7,24,16
24 I3R=1
Gn rn 1.7
lh I 3= l

13R=2
l4=l4+LR
GO Tn 29
73 I 8R=l
GO Tn 17

......
0
0

IA=l
IAR=2
I5L=LR
GO Tn 17
18 I5=LR
I5L=LR-1
I8=2
IRR=3
16=1
29 Inl=LR

~2

17 IF(nnT(I1l )5?,51,51

C

C

INTFRPOLATF. FOR POSITIVE STF.POUT.

5 1 S ( I 1 l =S ( I 1 l + ( X ( I 5 L , I 2 l + ·( 1 • 0 + F 1 l ~:' ( X ( I 5 , I 2 l - X( I 5 L , I 2 ) l ) * F 2
1 + ( X ( I 3R , I 2 ) + ( 1 • 0 + F 2 l ~::( X( I 3, I 2 l- X( I 3 R , I 2 ) ) ) ~:c F 1
r,n TO 3

INTERPOLATF FOR Nf(;ATIVE STEPOUT.

52 S ( I 1 l =S ( I 1 ) + ( X ( I 6 L, I 2 ) + ( 1 • 0+ F 2) t.c (X ( I 6, I 2 ) -X ( I 6L, I 2 ) ) ) ~.c F 1
X( I 8 , I 2 ) -X ( I 8 R , I 2 ) ) ) ~~ F 2
1 + ( X ( I AR , I 2 ) + ( 1 • 0 + F 1 l
3 CONTINllf

*(

15 CONTINUE
RETURN

END

......
0
......

C

C

2
3
1

C

5
16
17
4
C
11

6
7
C

DATA SHARPFNING AND LOW-PASS FILTERING SURROIJTINE.
SlJRROlJTII\JE SMOOTH(S,P,O,Nl,N2,J3,MREC,Si'v1X,NXPF)
I) I MF NS I n1\1 S ( 1. ) , P ( 1 ) , 0 ( 1 )
S H I F T R F. Sl J L T S 0 0 WN T0 N0 Rf'.l AL I Z E UN AN ALYSE 0 R. ES UL TS 0 N EN I) S •
SMN=l.OF='50
no 1 I=l,Nl
IF(S(J))?,l,2
IF(SIJ)-SMN)3,1,1
SM1\! =S ( I )
C 0 NT I 1\Jl J F
F I 1\1 0 MAX • \1 ALUE •
SMX=l.Ot=-50
Do 4 I= 1, Nl
IFIS{Ill5,16,5
S(l)=S!Tl-SMN
IFISII)-SMX)4,4,17
SI'4X=S1Il
CONTINIJF
Ct\LCIJLATF DATA SHARPENING FXPONENT AND APPLY.
X P = I ,J3- MREC. ) :::' NX P F I MREC+ NXP F
nn 11 I=l,N1
S! Il=SI Il*IAAS(S(J) ))**XP
N 3 = 2 ::":' 1\1 2
no 6 I=l.N3
P(J)=O.O
(.)fll=n.o
nn 7 r = 1 , N 1
Piil=~IT)

APPLY FFT TO DATA.
CALL MRlDFTIN?.,P,O)
L 1 =1\1~ /'++ 1
L ?=1\1~+?-L l
nn R I =1 , "-'3
8 0 ( I ) =-0 I I l

(

LOW-PASS FILTER.
no 9 T=Ll,L2
P{ll=O.O
9 0(1)=0.0

,_.
0
N

0
...
...
Q_

N

z

~

c

u..

z

,-1

,-1

~

......

~

II

Q_

......

z
::::;)

cY

~

u.;

OVi cY

c~

,-1

c

II
cY >--<

,-1

~

-l
_I

l.)

<t

,-1

0

z

0

w

103

104
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